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Administrative Services Building (ASB), Room B202, University of Victoria, PO Box 1700 STN CSC, Victoria B.C.  V8W 2Y2 
Canada 

4. If you need assistance, contact the Human Research Ethics Assistant at (250) 472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca 
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 A. Principal Investigator 
If there is more than one Principal Investigator, provide their name(s) and contact information below in Section B, 

Other Investigator(s) & Research Team. 

 

Last Name:      LONGO First Name:       (Jason Matthew) Justin  

Department/Faculty:      PADM / HSD Email:        jlongo@uvic.ca 

Phone:      250-686-7288 Fax:        866-378-2450 

Mailing Address including Postal Code:       c/o Centre for Global Studies, Sedgewick Building 

Title/Position: 

  Faculty  Undergraduate  Ph.D. Candidate  
  Staff  Master’s Student   Post-Doctoral 

 

Students: Provide your Supervisor’s:  

Name:      A. R. Dobell Email:      rdobell@uvic.ca 
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B. Project Information 

Project Title:      Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 

Anticipated Start Date:      September 1 2011 Anticipated End Date:      August 31 2012 

Geographic location(s) of study:      Victoria; British Columbia 

Keywords: 1.      public policy 2.      public administration

 3.      Gov2.0 4.      social networks 

Is this application connected/associated/linked to one that has been recently submitted?  Yes  No 
 

If yes, provide further information: An “In-Principle Ethics Approval for Funded Research” Application 
submitted by Dr. A. R. Dobell under the MITACS Accelerate Research Cluster “Web2.0 + Web3.0 
Approaches to the Information / Decision Interface in Public Policy” was approved on April 6 2011. 
The three internships under that project (which were the subject of “In-Principle” application) are 
coincident with the dissertation research addressed by this application. 

 
Other Investigator(s) and Research Team: 
(Include co-investigators, students, employees, volunteers, community organizations. The form will expand.) 

Contact Name Role in Research Project Institutional Affiliation Email or Phone 

                        

For Faculty Only: Graduate Student/Research Assistant who will use this data to fulfill UVic thesis/ 
dissertation/ academic requirements.  
Student/Research Assistant Email or Phone 

C. Agreement and Signatures 
Principal Investigator and Student Supervisor affirm that: 

 I have read this application and it is complete and accurate. 

 The research will be conducted in accordance with the University of Victoria regulations, policies and 
procedures governing the ethical conduct of research involving human participants. 

 The conduct of the research will not commence until Ethics approval has been granted. 

 The researcher(s) will seek further HREB review if the research protocol is modified. 

 Adequate supervision will be provided for students and/or staff. 

Principal Investigator Student’s Supervisor 

 
    
Signature Signature 

 
Justin Longo  A. R. Dobell  
Print Name Print Name 

 
    
Date Date 
Chair, Director or Dean  

I affirm that adequate research infrastructure is available for the conduct and completion of this research.  
 

  
Signature 

 
  
Print Name 

 
  
Date  
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D. Project Funding 

Have you applied for funding for this project?  Yes  No 

Has notice of award been received?  Yes  No 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Source(s) of Project Funding Project Title used in Funding Application(s) 

MITACS Accelerate 
Web2.0 + Web3.0 Approaches to the Information / 
Decision Interface in Public Policy MITACS 

Accelerate Research Cluster 

Will this project receive funding from US Funders (e.g. NIH)?             Yes   No 

If yes, provide further information:  

E. Level of Risk 

The Tri-Council Policy Statement (TCPS) definition of ―minimal risk‖ is as follows: 

The research can be regarded as within the range of minimal risk if potential participants can 

reasonably be expected to regard the probability and magnitude of possible harms implied by 
participation in the research to be no greater than those encountered by the participant in those 
aspects of his or her everyday life that relate to the research. The designation of minimal or non-
minimal risk affects the way the application is reviewed not the substance of the ethical review. 

Based on this definition, do you believe your research qualifies as ―minimal risk‖ research? 

  Yes   No 

Explain your answer by referring to the level of risk stated in the TCPS definition: 

The proposed research involves a web-based questionnaire to be completed by British Columbia 
Government public servants, semi-structured interviews with public service employees as members 
of Government policy units, and semi-structured interviews with public service employees involved in 
a pan-governmental collaborative policy initiative.  

The target population for recruitment is public servants in the Government of the Province of British 
Columbia involved in policy formulation processes. Among the regular activities of this population 
that relate to the research are delegating tasks, receiving assignments, responding to requests for 
information, providing decision-support in document and oral form, collaborating with colleagues in 
developing responses to emerging issues, consulting with external stakeholders, searching for 
information to support issue analysis and managing processes of policy formulation. In undertaking 
these activities, the public servant will interact with colleagues and external-to-government actors in 
face-to-face meetings, through document exchange and using information and communication 
technology (ICT) mechanisms. In all these interactions, the rights and responsibilities of public 
servants are contained in legislation and regulation such as the Public Service Act ([RSBC 1996], 
Chapter 385, http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96385_01) and 
the Standards of Conduct issued under that Act 
(http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/HR_policy/09_Standards_Conduct.htm) as well 
as agreements governed by the Public Service Labour Relations Act ([RSBC 1996] Chapter 388, 
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96388_01) such as the 
Fifteenth Master Agreement between the Government of the Province of British Columbia 
(represented by the B.C. Public Service Agency) and the B.C. Government and Service Employees’ 
Union (BCGEU) (May 12 2010 http://www.bcgeu.ca/sites/default/files/C2 -15th rev1 jan 2010.pdf), the 
Thirteenth Master and Subsidiary Agreements Between the Government of the Province of British 
Columbia (represented by the B.C. Public Service Agency) and the Professional Employees 
Association (September 27 2010 
http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/down/PEA/Master_Extension_Agreement.pdf) and 
the Terms and Conditions of Employment for Excluded Employees 
(http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/terms_conditions/index.htm).  
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All participants will be professional public servants operating within the legal framework afforded by 
these Acts, agreements and policies, and they will be participating in the research in their 
professional capacity, reflecting on their day-to-day activities as they relate to the research. Given the 
work-related questions to be asked of the participants, and the parallels between the research 
questions and their day-to-day professional activities, it is reasonable to presume that such 
individuals will have the capacity to understand fully the low probability and limited magnitude of 
possible harms associated with their participation in the research. With appropriate computer 
security safeguards and anonymization protocols taken to protect as fully as possible the anonymity 
of their responses and protecting the respondents’ privacy and confidentiality, guided by the ethical 
principles of respect for human dignity and ensuring free and informed consent, it is reasonable to 
expect that a participant will perceive the risks associated with participation in the research activities 
as equivalent to or lower than possible harms associated with her or his day-to-day professional 
activities. 

F. Scholarly Review 

What type of scholarly review has this research project undergone? 

 External Peer Review (e.g. granting agency) MITACS (see section D, above). 

 Supervisory Committee or Supervisor—required for all student research projects 

 None 

 Other, please explain: 

      

G. Other Approvals and Consultations 

Do you need to seek approval from other agencies, community groups, First Nations, local governments, 

etc? 

  Yes   No 

(Attach proof of having made request for permission or approval letter. Please forward approvals upon 
receiving them. Be assured that ethics approval may be granted prior to receipt of external approvals.) 

If Yes, what types of other approval will you need? 

 Other Approval, please explain: 

As the corporate workplace within which the proposed research will be conducted, the Government of 
British Columbia has obvious interests in protecting access to its workplaces and the rights of its 
employees. The Government’s responsibilities in respect of managing the public service and its 
workplaces are exercised under the authority of the Public Service Act ([RSBC 1996], Chapter 385) 
and those responsibilities, and the responsibilities of public servants, are articulated in additional 
workplace policies (see http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/index.htm). The 
Government is also bound by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act ([RSBC 1996] 
Chapter 165, http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/96165_00) which 
requires that any information provided to the researcher that is subject to the Act must be protected 
in the same way by the researcher.  

Despite these responsibilities and interests, the Government does not have a formal protocol for 
approving research and does not provide “approval” for on-site research of this type that is not 
otherwise governed by legislation. While “support” to conduct the research on-site and to recruit 
participants from amongst the public service has been sought (see attachment #1) in order to provide 
a formal point of corporate endorsement for the research, it is up to individual public servants to 
consent to their own participation.  

One aspect of the research that does require both the informed consent of the research participants 
and the corporate approval of the B.C. Government is in respect of the “email network analysis” 
component of the research that is to serve as a supplement to the web questionnaire (as described 
below). This will be undertaken with both the explicit informed consent of the individual when 
completing the web questionnaire (see attachment #6) as well as the corporate support of the B.C. 
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Government in providing the requested data. This corporate support is sought through the letter in 
attachment #2.  

Note also that the recruitment methods described in I.2e.iv could be interpreted as constituting a 
technical breach of the Terms of Use of the B.C. Government Directory (see 
http://dir.gov.bc.ca/gtds.cgi?terms), thus specific permission to use the directory in the way 
described is sought (see attachment #2). 
 

Individual Approvals  
Attachments #3 and #3a contains the text of the email that will be sent to the individual policy 
analysts identified (see section 2.e), encouraging their participation in the research and providing a 
link to the web questionnaire. After these individual policy analysts are recruited, attachment #5 
contains the informed consent script that will precede the individual web questionnaire participation, 
and the text of the additional informed consent necessary to facilitate the proposed “email network 
analysis” is in attachment #6.  

In the case of policy units, it will be the decision of that unit’s manager to consent to the research 
setting as well as the right of the individuals in that unit to consent to be interviewed. While these 
policy units have yet to be consulted, attachment #7 contains the email that will be sent to candidate 
policy unit managers when attempting to recruit policy units for the mid-level perspective.  

For the top-down perspective involving a case study of the Water Act Modernization Process, this will 
involve the recruitment of individual policy analysts; attachment #8 contains the draft language to be 
used in recruiting participants in this component of the research. 

H.   Description of Research Project 

1. Purpose and Rationale of Research 

1a. The research objective(s) and question(s) 

This research addresses questions of how Web2.0
1
 technology, applied internally in support of 

knowledge sharing and collaboration efforts in public sector settings is affecting the policy 
formulation process in the Government of the Province of British Columbia. Using multiple methods, 
the research will assess this question from three perspectives:  

 Bottom-up perspective (as between individual policy analysts): the research objective is the 
determination of the effectiveness of policy analysts in locating knowledge sources and 
building collaboration networks outside their formal work structure, and assessing whether 
their use of Gov2.0 technology is instrumental in those activities.  

 Mid-level perspective (within formal policy unit groupings): the research is aimed at 
describing the conditions and workgroup characteristics that support the adoption of Gov2.0 
technology in policy unit deployments, and developing criteria to guide its effective use in 
such settings.  

 Top-down perspective (through cross-government policy coordination efforts): the research 
objective is the development of an understanding of how Gov2.0 technologies can support 
efforts at knowledge-sharing and collaboration-building in efforts to support horizontal 
governance. 

1b. The importance and contributions of the research 

This research is aimed at providing contextual understanding in order to provide guidance for future 
implementation of Gov2.0 in internal public sector policy formulation processes. The proposed 
research seeks to describe the contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy 

                                              
1
 Web2.0 is defined here as recent changes in the use of World Wide Web technology and web design that 

facilitate enhanced communication and opportunities for participation. Web2.0 technologies include things 
such as blogs and microblogs, wikis, social networking services, easy content sharing, social tagging and the 
facility for undertaking content mashups. This second generation web is characterized by the use of the 
Internet as a social networking and participatory platform, with the distinction between consumers and 
producers blurred, the shift from user-browsed static content to user-created dynamic content and one-to-
many broadcasting and many-to-one input channels replaced by many-to-many interactions. When applied in 
public sector settings, Web2.0 is typically rendered as Gov2.0, though the focus here on internal policy 
formulation processes looks at a very small subset of Gov2.0 activities. 

http://dir.gov.bc.ca/gtds.cgi?terms
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analysts, and assess how Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. The purpose of this 
research is to add to our understanding of how this new evolution of e–government is affecting a 
particular part of the governance environment – i.e., the policy formulation process - and how the 
practice of policy analysis is responding to this technology. The proposal responds to three 
contemporary challenges in public administration: 

 As governments continually deal with budget constraints, new technologies will increasingly 
be presented as cost-effective and innovative ways to improve service delivery, engage 
citizens and make the business of government more efficient. Ensuring the effective use of 
these new technologies requires a robust understanding of the setting in which these tools 
are intended to be used. 

 The Government of British Columbia, like other organizations and other settings, faces a 
looming demographic challenge with many long-time civil servants set to retire in the coming 
years. Various knowledge management (KM) systems in the past have attempted to capture 
tacit knowledge held by long-term employees for use across the organization and after the 
retiree departs. Gov2.0 (as described here) is an attempt to address the shortcomings of 
previous KM systems and harness the power of Web2.0 platforms for capturing tacit 
knowledge and sharing knowledge across organizations. 

 In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with organizational structures still 
rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this proposal views collaborative 
policy formulation as an important response to policy complexity. 

1c. If applicable, provide background information or details that will enable the HREB to understand the 
context of the study when reviewing the application. 

 With an annual budget of $42 billion, the Government of British Columbia directly employs 
approximately 28,400 civil servants in 17 Ministries, 6 Central Agencies and numerous Crown 
Corporation. For the purposes of this research, the relevant “policy analyst” population is 
estimated to be between 750 and 1,000. 

 The Deputy Minister to the Premier in British Columbia recently issued a transformation and 
technology strategy for the B.C. Public Service entitled “Citizens @ the Centre: B. C. 
Government 2.0” (http://www.gov.bc.ca/citz/citizens_engagement/gov20.pdf). This report 
envisages the use of new technologies to transform the operations of government, addressing 
management across organizational and system silos, and introducing new methods for citizen 
engagement and the incorporation of citizen inputs into government decision making. 
Building on three defining principles (empowering citizens; improving citizens’ access to 
services; and encouraging collaboration in the public service), “Citizens @ the Centre” 
provides a path forward through this rapidly changing governance environment via three 
corresponding shifts in the public service’s operating philosophy: 
 Citizen Participation: engaging British Columbians directly with their government, 

through improved access to government data and information sharing; 
 Service Innovation: expanding opportunities for citizen self-service; 
 Business Innovation: a consistent corporate approach to technology planning and 

innovation. 

 It is toward this third shift – a focus on the changing corporate environment, specifically as it 
relates to the policy formulation process – that this research is oriented.  

  

http://www.gov.bc.ca/citz/citizens_engagement/gov20.pdf
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I. Recruitment 

2. Recruitment and Selection of Participants  

2a. Briefly describe the target population(s) for recruitment. Ensure that all participant groups are 
identified (e.g. group 1 - teachers, group 2 - administrators, group 3 - parents). 

In all cases, participants will be public servants 
in the Government of the Province of British 
Columbia involved in policy formulation 
processes. 

 Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): all 
policy analysts working for the 
Government of British Columbia 
involved in policy formulation 
processes. 

 Group 2 (mid-level perspective): policy 
analysts assigned to policy units. 

 Group 3 (top-down perspective): policy 
analysts directly involved with the 
Water Act Modernization Process. 

 

2b. Why is this population of interest? 

Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): As a semi-autonomous agent operating in a structured policy 
environment, the individual policy analyst has a principal mission of accomplishing objectives 
assigned to them. This may be the completion of an information note on a particular issue, the 
identification of options for addressing an emergent problem or the assembling of bureaucratic and 
stakeholder coalitions necessary for later policy formulation and implementation. In order to 
assemble the knowledge necessary to effectively address the problem under consideration, and to 
build the network necessary to support the success of the policy process, the policy analyst will 
attempt to connect to various knowledge sources within her or his network. These sources will range 
from primary data, secondary sources and other published information and extend to tacit 
information held by individuals within the policy analyst's social network. The policy analyst’s social 
network in the context of undertaking their work assignments may be structured in part by the 
organizational hierarchy.  

Group 2 (mid-level perspective): As a public servant operating within the bureaucracy, the policy 
analyst will typically be grouped into a policy unit with a number of other individuals. This policy unit 
will be situated within a larger structural unit - a division or branch for example. And this unit will be 
further nested within a larger unit - a ministry for example, which would typically be the largest 
organizational division within a government. However, knowledge sharing and collaboration can also 
be undertaken without regard to the formal organizational structure, especially in a Gov2.0 context; 
indeed, a central implication of Enterprise2.0 is that actors can more easily link to knowledge across 
the organization and be less constrained by the formal organization chart. And the reason for 
extending the knowledge sharing network beyond the formal organizational network is to ensure that 
responses and solutions are more robust and resilient in later stages of the policy process. 

Group 3 (top-down perspective): In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with 
organizational structures still rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this 
research views collaborative policy formulation as an important response to policy complexity. The 
term collaboration represents an evolution of the literature that includes such terms as horizontal 
governance, holistic governance, joined-up government, cross-cutting policy issue management, 
coherent and cohesive policy responses, coordination and integration between government agencies, 
and knowledge management and knowledge sharing across and between governments. The Water 
Act Modernization Process is a particularly interesting example of the use of Gov2.0 technology and 
work modes in support of citizen engagement and policy formulation and a salient example of a 
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cross-cutting policy issue in which a horizontal policy formulation approach was deployed. 
Participants in this process will be able to shed light on the intersection of Gov2.0 and horizontal 
policy collaboration.  

2c. What is the desired number of participants?  

Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): Preliminary estimates are that the population of public servants in 
the Government of the Province of British Columbia involved in policy formulation processes 
numbers approximately 750, with an upper limit of 1000. For the questionnaire component of the 
research (the bottom-up perspective), a full population survey is proposed. 

Group 2 (mid-level perspective): For this component of the research, I anticipate working with 5 policy 
units, each having approximately 8 members each. The total population of policy units in the British 
Columbia Government is approximately 25.  

Group 3 (top-down perspective): For the case study component, a preliminary estimate is that 
approximately 30 individuals may have been directly involved from across the twelve specific 
ministries involved in this process (Ministries of: Environment; Health; Community, Sport and 
Cultural Development; Agriculture; Energy and Mines; Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations; Social Development; Finance; Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation; Education; 
Transportation and Infrastructure; Public Safety and Solicitor General). Of this population, I anticipate 
interviewing a sample of 12 participants. 

2d. What are the salient characteristics of the participants (e.g. age, gender, race, ethnicity, class, position, 
etc.): 

The principal salient characteristic of all participants is that they be employed as a public servant in 
the Government of British Columbia and are involved in policy formulation processes. Within each 
sub-group, there are particular characteristics that apply: 

 Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): all policy analysts working for the Government of British 
Columbia involved in policy formulation processes. 

 Group 2 (mid-level perspective): policy analysts assigned to policy units. 

 Group 3 (top-down perspective): policy analysts directly involved with the Water Act 
Modernization Process. 

2e. Provide a detailed description of your exact recruitment process. Explain: 

i) Who will recruit/contact participants (e.g. researcher, assistant, third party) 

Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): contact will be made by the researcher. 

Group 2 (mid-level perspective): contact will be made by the researcher. 

Group 3 (top-down perspective): contact will be made by the researcher. 

ii) List and explain any relationship between the investigator(s) and participant(s) (e.g. acquaintences, 

colleagues). Complete item 3 if there is a power over relationship (e.g. instructor-student, manager-
employee).  

1. Former colleagues: As a public servant employed as a policy analyst with the Government of 
British Columbia (2004-2007), some of my former colleagues will be amongst the target 
population.  

2. Former clients: As the majority shareholder and senior associate with Whitehall Policy Inc., a 
public policy consultancy, I have provided consulting services to the Government of British 
Columbia in the past. I currently am on leave from Whitehall Policy Inc. and the firm does not 
currently have any contractual relationship with the Government of B.C. The last date of any 
such contractual relationship was December 2009. That being said, some of my former clients 
will be amongst the target population.  

3. Current sponsor: This research is being funded in part under a MITACS Accelerate research 
cluster. The current sponsor of that research cluster is the Government of British Columbia. 
The contact for the research cluster sponsorship is David Hume, Executive Director of Citizen 
Engagement (Ministry of Citizens’ Services and Open Government). He and his colleagues will 
be amongst the target population. 

4. Acquaintances: I have friends and acquaintances amongst the target population through 
professional and personal contact. 
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iii) Describe how recruitment will be done (e.g. in person, by telephone, letter, snowball sampling, word of 

mouth, advertisement) and from what source(s) will the participants be recruited. If applicable, include 
how contact information for participants will be obtained. 

Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): Participants will be recruited by email. Also, the opportunity to 
participate will be advertised (see attachment #4) through three channels: the Policy Community of 
Practice; the Government’s @Work employee intranet and the Spark! Collaborative Online Social 
Networking tool. 

Group 2 (mid-level perspective): From a database of candidate “policy units”, using a simple random 
sampling procedure, units will be selected and the unit head contacted by email seeking their 
approval to have their policy unit join the study (see attachment #7). This process will continue until 
five policy units heads have agreed to have their unit participate in the research. Individual members 
of these policy units will then be invited by email to participate (see attachment #7a). 

Group 3 (top-down perspective): From a list of candidate names, individual emails will be sent to the 
entire population inviting them to participate in the research (see attachment #8). 

iv) Describe the steps in the recruitment process. 

Group 1 (bottom-up perspective): A database of “public servants in the Government of the Province 
of British Columbia involved in policy formulation processes” will be developed using two means: 

 Using the publicly available government directory at http://dir.gov.bc.ca, a number of searches 
will be performed such as the following: 

 The opportunity to participate will be advertised (see attachment #4) through two channels:  
o the Policy Community of Practice (currently chaired by the RuralBC Secretariat) which 

has a current distribution list of 750 public servants who by virtue of their membership 
in the Policy Community of Practice distribution list have expressed an interest in 
being keep informed of issues related to policy formulation in the B.C. Government); 
and  

o the Government’s @Work employee intranet and Spark! Collaborative Online Social 
Media tool – both of which are used by the B.C. Public Service Agency to engage 
employees across the government.  

From the database of names assembled through the government online directory, individual emails to 
the entire population will be sent inviting their participation in the research and providing a link to the 
web questionnaire (see attachment #3).

2
  

Responses to the advertisement (see attachment #4) will result in an expression of interest to 
participate (represented by an email to the researcher) which requires a slight variation in language to 
attachment #3 (see attachment #3a) 

Group 2 (mid-level perspective): A database of candidate “policy units” will be developed using the 
publicly available government directory at http://dir.gov.bc.ca; two search methods will be employed: 

 a number of searches will be performed such as the following: 

                                              
2
 As noted above in Section G, while the compiling of the candidate database is allowable under the Terms of 

Use of the B.C. Government Directory, the sending of emails to individuals in that database could be 
interpreted as constituting a technical breach of the Terms of Use: ―Directory information may only be used for 
communication related to government business… Incoming e-mails … addressed to a large number of 
recipients may be blocked without notice.‖ (see http://dir.gov.bc.ca/gtds.cgi?terms). As such, specific 
permission to use the directory in the way described is sought (see attachment #2). 

http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
http://dir.gov.bc.ca/gtds.cgi?terms
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 a hierarchical search will be employed in which the relevant “policy” units in each ministry 
and agency in the B.C. Government organizational structure is identified, for example: 

Selecting this policy unit (in the above example, the Strategic Policy and Planning Branch in the 
Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation) yields the contact information for the unit head 
and the members of that policy unit.  

From this database of candidate policy units, using a simple random sampling procedure, units will 
be selected and the unit head contacted by email seeking their approval to have their policy unit join 
the study (see attachment #7).

3
 This method will be followed until five policy units have agreed to 

participate.  

Group 3 (top-down perspective): Working with the Water Stewardship Division of the B.C. Ministry of 
Environment (the lead agency responsible for the Water Act Modernization Process), a list of B.C. 
Government public servants directly involved with the process will be developed. Using this list of 
names, individual emails will be sent to the entire population inviting them to participate in the 
research (see attachment #8). 

v) Indicate whether the permission of other bodies is required for recruitment (e.g. school boards). 

As the corporate workplace within which the proposed research will be conducted, the Government of 
British Columbia has obvious interests in protecting access to its workplaces and the rights of its 
employees. While the Government does not have a formal protocol for approving on-site research of 
this, the support and permission of the government to recruit participants from amongst the public 
service and to conduct the research on-site has been sought (see attachment #1)  

3. Power-Over 

Are you or any of your co-researchers in any way in a position of authority or power over participants? 
Examples of a ―power-over‖ situation include teachers-students, therapists-clients, supervisors-
employees and possibly researcher-relative or researcher-close friend. 

 Yes  No Varies 

Group 1: I do not have any “power-over” relationship with any of the potential research participants.  

Group 2: I do not have any “power-over” relationship with any of the potential research participants. 
However, while the unit head will be responsible for giving permission for the unit to participate in the 
research study (see attachment #7), all individual members of the unit (including the unit head) will 
also need to consent to being included in the research (see attachment #12). While individual 
members are free to decline to participate in the research, there is the possibility that an individual 
member of a policy unit may feel some pressure to participate if their unit supervisor has agreed to 
support the unit’s participation in the research. I will want to be assured that unit supervisors do not 
exercise any such pressure and that individual members are free to exercise their individual rights to 
consent to participating in the research. In order to ensure this, the following steps have been taken: 

 The power-over relationship between the unit head and the unit’s members will be 
acknowledged in the recruitment materials (see attachment #7 and #7a) and informed consent 
document (see attachment #12);  

 I will clearly state that there should be no feeling of inducement, pressure, obligation or 
coercion to participate (see attachment #7, #7a and #12).  

                                              
3
 A similar concern as identified in footnote 2 above means that explicit permission to use the government 

directory in the way described is sought (see attachment #2). 
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 The consent form will assure participants that they have the right to refuse to participate and 
that they can withdraw their information from the research at any time without consequences 
or penalty of any kind (see attachment #12);  

 The consent form will acknowledge that the researcher is aware that potential participants 
may feel pressure to agree to their participation because of the support of the unit head for the 
policy unit to participate in the research (see attachment #12);  

 The consent form will assure participants that their participation or non-participation will have 
no effect on outcomes (e.g., performance review) nor on their relationship with the unit head 
or their work setting (see attachment #12);  

 The consent form will explain that there is no disadvantage in not consenting (see attachment 
#12);  

 The consent form will inform participants that if they have concerns about their rights or 
treatment in connection with the research project, they can contact the Human Research 
Ethics Office (see attachment #12); 

 The recruitment material (see attachment #7a) and informed consent material (see attachment 
#12) will use a neutral tone to diminish pressure on potential participants to participate, nor 
will those documents overstate the potential benefits of the research. 

Group 3: I do not have any “power-over” relationship with any of the potential research participants.  

Recruitment Materials Checklist: 

Attach all documents referenced in this section (check those that are appended): 

 Scripts –e-mail  

 Group 1: see attachment #3 and #3a 

 Group 2: see attachment #7 

 Group 3: see attachment #8 

 Invitation to participate (Posting to Policy Community of Practice, @Work Employee Intranet, Spark! 

Collaborative Online Social Networking Tool) 

 Group 1: see attachment #4 

 Advertisement, Poster, Flyer (Posting to Policy Community of Practice, @Work Employee Intranet, Spark! 

Collaborative Online Social Media Tool) 

 Group 1: see attachment #4 

 None; please explain why (e.g. consent form used as invitation/recruitment guide)  
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J. Data Collection Methods 

4. Data Collection 

4a. Which of the following methods will be used to collect data? Check all that apply. 

 Interviewing participants (Group 2 and Group3): 

 in-person 

 by telephone 

 using web-based technology (if the participant wishes to 
conduct the interview using text-based input, the interview can 
be accommodated in a web-based environment i.e., a real-

time collaborative secure web page). 

 Conducting group interviews or discussions (including focus 

groups) 

 Attach draft interview questions: 

 Group 2: See Attachment #9 

 Group 3: See Attachment #10 

 Self-administered questionnaire (Group 1): 

 In person  by telephone  

 mail back  email  

 web-based  Other, describe:  

 Attach questionnaire: 

 Group 1: See Attachment #11 

 standardized (one with 
established reliability and 
validity) 

 non-standardized (one that 
is un-tested, adapted or open-

ended) 

 Administering a computerized task (describe in 4b) 

 Observing participants [In 4b,  describe who and what will be observed.] 

 Recording of participants using:  

 audio  video  photos or slides 

Computer-based audio recording will only be used as a 
supplement to note-taking. The audio file will be secure 

deleted after transcription is complete.  

 Images used for analysis 

 Images used in disseminating 
results [include release to use 
participant images in consent 

materials] 

Analyzing secondary data or secondary use of data (Refers to information/data that was originally gathered for 

a purpose other than the proposed research and is now being considered for use in research., e.g. patient or school 

records, personal writings, lesson plans). 

 Secondary data involving anonymized information (Information/data is stripped of identifiers by 
another researcher or institution before being shared with the applicant).  May be eligible for 

Application for a Waiver from Full Ethical Review) 

 Secondary data with identifying information (Data contains names and other information that can 
be linked to individuals, e.g., student report cards, employment records, meeting minutes, personal writings). 

In item 4b describe the source of the data, and explain whether and how consent was obtained from the 

individuals for use of their data. 

 Using human samples (e.g., saliva, urine, blood, hair) 

Ensure that you apply to the Biosafety Committee for the storage and use of biological materials. Also, 

complete the Human Materials Form, have it signed and attach it to your application. If using human tissue 

only, skip to 7g-8, 11-end. 

 Other, specify:  

 

  

http://www.research.uvic.ca/forms/HREC/Waiver_Form.doc
http://ohs.uvic.ca/safetycttes/regulatory/biosafety/biosafetyctte.html
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4b. Provide a sequential description of the procedures/methods to be used in your research study. List all 
of the research instruments and interview/discussion questions, and in an appendix provide copies of 
all instruments. If not yet available, provide drafts or sample items/questions. For multi-method or 
other complex research, use the following sections in ways best suited to explain your project. If you 
have more than one participant group, be sure to explain which participant group(s) will be involved in 
which activity/activities. 

Group 1:  

1. The respondent will initiate the self-administered survey (see attachment #11) by selecting the 
link in the invitation email (see attachments #3 and #3a) to access the web-based 
questionnaire;  

2. The respondent will read the questionnaire instructions and informed consent notice; in order 
to proceed with the questionnaire, they must “Accept” the terms of the informed consent 
notice and click “Next” (see Attachment #5 –Individual Policy Analysts Web Questionnaire 
Informed Consent Script). 

3. The respondent will complete the questionnaire (including answering the explicit informed 
consent question with respect to email network analysis; see Attachment #6 –Individual Policy 
Analysts Web Questionnaire Explicit Informed Consent Script re Email Network Analysis);  

a) Each respondent completing the web questionnaire will be explicitly asked if they 
consent to having their email data included in the email network analysis component 
(see attachment #6).  

b) The respondent’s email address will not be included in this component of the research 
if they choose the “Decline” option or if they do not choose either option. No listing of 
“Decline” responses will be kept. 

c) In order to protect the integrity of the Government’s email data, I am proposing the 
following procedure with respect to the proposed email network analysis: 

i. a list of positive responses (i.e., those respondents who select “Accept”) will 
be forwarded to the Government’s IM/IT services;  

ii. in response, a list and count of @gov.bc.ca emails sent to those addresses and 
@gov.bc.ca emails received from those addresses over a specified period (e.g., 
a one-month period preceding the deployment of the web-questionnaire) will 
be generated and transmitted to me. No email data containing addresses 
outside the @gov.bc.ca domain will be included.  

iii. No other data, including the content of the email messages, will be included.  
iv. I will then analyze this email data using social network analysis software and 

anonymized reports will be generated.  
4. The respondent will submit the questionnaire.  

Group 2:  

1. Following agreement with the policy unit head (see attachment #7), individual members of the 
policy unit will be contacted by email seeking their agreement to participate in the research 
(see attachment #7a). 

2. If they agree, respondents will arrange a time for the interview based on their choice from 
amongst a range of available times (I will use a web-based scheduling solution that 
accommodates this – see as an example http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4). The 
interview will be conducted at the place of their choosing (likely their office).  

3. The interview questions will be provided in advance of the interview (see attachment #9). 
4. At the appointed time, the interview will start with the participant being given the informed 

consent document (see attachment #12) which they will be asked to sign.  
5. The informed consent document contains a separate check box in which the participant will 

be given the option of declining to have the interview audio-recorded.  
a) If they consent to the audio-recording, the recording will be started and the interview 

will commence.  
b) If they decline to have the interview audio-recorded, the recording will not be started 

and the interview will commence. 
6. When the interview is concluded, the recording (if consented to, and if started) will be 

stopped.  

http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4
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Group 3:  

1. Individual candidates will be contacted by email seeking their agreement to participate in the 
research (see attachment #8). 

2. If they agree, respondents will arrange a time for the interview based on their choice from 
amongst a range of available times (I will use a web-based scheduling solution that 
accommodates this – see as an example http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4). The 
interview will be conducted at the place of their choosing (likely their office).  

3. The interview questions will be provided in advance of the interview (see attachment #10). 
4. At the appointed time, the interview will start with the participant being given the informed 

consent document (see attachment #13) which they will be asked to sign.  
5. The informed consent document contains a separate check box in which the participant will 

be given the option of declining to have the interview audio-recorded.  
a) If they consent to the audio-recording, the recording will be started and the interview 

will commence.  
b) If they decline to have the interview audio-recorded, the recording will not be started 

and the interview will commence. 
6. When the interview is concluded, the recording (if consented to, and if started) will be 

stopped.  

PEOPLE NAMED BY THE PARTICIPANT WILL NOT HAVE CONSENTED TO THIS USE OF THEIR 
INFORMATION. IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO KNOW, A PRIORI, WHO A PARTICIPANT MIGHT NAME 
AS A NETWORK CONNECTION WHEN ASKED TO DO SO THROUGH FREE RECALL (N.B.: AT PP. 
40-42 OF THIS APPLICATION, I DISCUSS THE ISSUE OF USING A ROSTER VS. A FREE RECALL 
APPROACH IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOCIOMETRIC QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEW 
QUESTIONS DESIGNED TO GATHER NETWORK DATA; FOR SOME NETWORK DESIGNS, THE 
RESEARCHER DOES NOT PRESENT A COMPLETE LIST OF THE ACTORS IN THE NETWORK TO 
THE RESPONDENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE - IN SUCH INSTANCES, IT IS COMMON SIMPLY TO 
ASK RESPONDENTS TO “NAME THOSE PEOPLE WITH WHOM YOU (FILL IN SPECIFIC TIE)” 
(WASSERMAN, S., AND K. FAUST. 1994. SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS: METHODS AND 
APPLICATIONS. CAMBRIDGE UNIV PRESS, P.46). SUCH A FORMAT, IN WHICH RESPONDENTS 
GENERATE THE LIST OF NAMES, IS CALLED FREE RECALL. ROSTERS CAN ONLY BE USED 
WHEN THE RESEARCHER KNOWS THE NAMES OF THE RELEVANT ACTORS PRIOR TO DATA 
GATHERING, BUT A FULL NETWORK ROSTER MIGHT NOT BE USED WHEN THE SIZE OF THE 
ROSTER WOULD OVERWHELM THE RESPONDENT - SEE, E.G., RAPAPORT, ANATOL AND 
WILLIAM J. HORVATH. 1961. "A STUDY OF A LARGE SOCIOGRAM." BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, 
VOL. 6, NO. 4, PP. 279-291). SO IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO HAVE ALL PERSONS WHO MIGHT BE 
NAMED THROUGH SOCIOMETRIC RESEARCH TO CONSENT TO THIS. 

 

IT IS POSSIBLE, EVEN LIKELY, THAT THE PEOPLE THAT THE PARTICIPANTS WILL NAME ARE 
ALSO PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY (E.G., WITHIN A HIGHLY COHESIVE POLICY UNIT, IT IS 
POSSIBLE THAT ASKING A RESPONDENT TO “NAME UP TO FIVE PEOPLE IN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF BC THAT YOU REGULARLY WORK WITH ON POLICY RELATED ISSUES” 
WOULD OVERLAP WITH THE OTHER PARTICIPANTS IN A POLICY UNIT STUDY GROUP (I.E., A 
GROUP 2 POLICY UNIT), BUT THAT IS NOT NECESSARILY TRUE. 

 

IN ORDER TO CONDUCT SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS, IT IS NECESSARY TO COLLECT THE 
NAMES OF SECONDARY INDIVIDUALS WITHOUT THEIR CONSENT. SOCIAL NETWORK DATA 
CAN BE GATHERED USING A VARIETY OF MEANS INCLUDING QUESTIONNAIRES, INTERVIEWS, 
OBSERVATIONS, ARCHIVAL RECORDS AND EXPERIMENTS. THE APPROACH ADOPTED FOR 
GROUP 2 AND GROUP 3 USES INTERVIEWS. A SOCIAL NETWORK INTERVIEW USUALLY 
CONTAINS QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RESPONDENT'S TIES TO OTHER ACTORS. FOR EXAMPLE, 
PEOPLE CAN REPORT ON WHO THEY LIKE, RESPECT, OR GO TO FOR ADVICE. IN ITS MOST 
BASIC FORM, A SOCIOMETRIC INTERVIEW QUESTION MIGHT ASK RESPONDENTS TO “NAME 
UP TO FIVE PEOPLE IN THE GOVERNMENT OF BC THAT YOU REGULARLY WORK WITH ON 
POLICY RELATED ISSUES” AND AGAINST EACH OF THOSE NAMES “CHECK ALL OF THE 
MODES YOU USE TO COMMUNICATE WITH EACH PERSON”. IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND WHY 
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN THE CONSENT OF EVERY PERSON WHO MIGHT BE NAMED, 
THE ISSUE OF USING A ROSTER VS. FREE RECALL MUST BE CONFRONTED. ROSTERS CAN 

http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4
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ONLY BE USED WHEN THE RESEARCHER KNOWS THE NAMES OF THE RELEVANT ACTORS 
PRIOR TO DATA GATHERING. SINCE THAT IS NOT POSSIBLE IN THIS CASE - I.E., THE 
STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK CANNOT BE CONSTRAINED BY SOME A PRIORI 
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF WHO THE RELEVANT ACTORS ARE - THE SOCIOMETRIC DATA 
COLLECTION IS BASED ON FREE RECALL. AND SINCE THE RESPONDENTS WILL BE 
PERMITTED TO NAME NETWORK CONNECTIONS USING FREE RECALL, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO 
HAVE ALL PERSONS WHO MIGHT BE NAMED THROUGH SOCIOMETRIC RESEARCH TO 
CONSENT TO THIS.  

SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS PRESENTS AN INTERESTING CHALLENGE SINCE PARTICIPATION 
IS NOT CONFINED TO THE PRIMARY PARTICIPANTS; RATHER, SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 
RELIES UPON THE IDENTIFICATION OF NAMED CONTACTS PROVIDED BY RESPONDENTS 
THROUGH SOCIOMETRIC DATA COLLECTION. WHILE THIS PROVIDES VALUABLE DATA FOR 
ANALYSIS OF WHO RELATES TO WHOM, IT CAN BE ARGUED THAT THE NAMED CONTACTS 
BECOME UNWITTING PARTICIPANTS IN THE RESEARCH WHO HAVE NOT BEEN GIVEN THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO CONSENT. AT ROOT IS THE QUESTION OF THE OWNERSHIP OF RESPONSES 
TO SOCIOMETRIC SURVEYS. BORGATTI AND MOLINA (SEE BORGATTI, S. & MOLINA, J. L. 
(2003). ETHICAL AND STRATEGIC ISSUES IN ORGANISATIONAL SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS. 
THE JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, 39, 337-349) ARGUE THAT INFORMATION 
ABOUT SECONDARY SOURCES IS SIMPLY THE PRIMARY RESPONDENT’S PERCEPTION OF A 
RELATIONSHIP. AND KLOVDAHL (SEE KLOVDAHL, A. S. (2005). SOCIAL NETWORK RESEARCH 
AND HUMAN SUBJECTS PROTECTION: TOWARDS MORE EFFECTIVE INFECTIOUS DISEASE 
CONTROL. SOCIAL NETWORKS, 27, 119-137) ARGUES THAT NAMED CONTACTS WHO DO NOT 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE THEMSELVES IN RESEARCH DO NOT FALL WITHIN A STANDARD 
DEFINITION OF "HUMAN SUBJECTS".  

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW, HOWEVER, IS THAT SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS IS RELATIONSHIP-
BASED - I.E., A SITUATION WITH AT LEAST TWO ACTORS - AND IT IS THEREFORE NOT ETHICAL 
TO REPORT ON SUCH A RELATIONSHIP WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF ALL CONCERNED 
ACTORS. AND WHILE THE PERCEPTIONS ABOUT A RELATIONSHIP ARE INDEED THOSE OF THE 
PRIMARY RESPONDENT, KLOVDAHL (2005) ARGUES THAT THE DATA WHICH MAY BE 
REVEALED IN THE COURSE OF A SOCIOMETRIC INTERVIEW OR SURVEY MAY BE CONSIDERED 
BY THE SECONDARY SUBJECT TO BE PRIVATE INFORMATION. FROM THIS PERSPECTIVE, 
THEN, BOTH ACTORS WOULD BE INCLUDED UNDER THE DEFINITION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS. 
AS SUCH, IT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO OBTAIN CONSENT FROM ALL PARTIES - 
PARTICIPANTS AS WELL AS NAMED CONTACTS. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE PRINCIPAL 
CONCERNS IN THE LITERATURE ABOUT RISKS RELATED TO THE COLLECTION OF 
SOCIOMETRIC DATA RELATE TO RESEARCH INVOLVING CHILDREN AND WHERE 
RESPONDENTS ARE ASKED TO EVALUATE THEIR FEELINGS ABOUT THE NAMED CONTACT 
(SEE, E.G., BELL-DOLAN, DEBORA J.AND AUDREY E. WESSLER. 1994. "ETHICAL 
ADMINISTRATION OF SOCIOMETRIC MEASURES: PROCEDURES IN USE AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR IMPROVEMENT." PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, VOL 25(1), 
FEB, 1994. PP. 23-32; AND PRINSTEIN, MITCHELL J. 2007. "ASSESSMENT OF ADOLESCENTS’ 
PREFERENCE- AND REPUTATION-BASED PEER STATUS USING SOCIOMETRIC EXPERTS." 
MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY, VOLUME 53, NUMBER 2, APRIL 2007, PP. 243-261). IN THIS 
PROPOSED RESEARCH, RESPONDENTS ARE BEING ASKED ABOUT THE PROFESSIONAL 
COLLEAGUES THAT THEY INTERACT WITH IN A WORK CAPACITY, AND TO LIST THE 
TECHNOLOGIES THEY USE TO CONNECT WITH THOSE NAMED CONTACTS.  

KLOVDAHL (2005; 130-132) SUMMARIZES FOUR CRITERIA THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER THAT 
A WAIVER OF CONSENT BE PERMITTED: THE RESEARCH DOES NOT INVOLVE GREATER THAN 
MINIMAL RISK; IT IS IMPRACTICABLE TO CONDUCT THE RESEARCH WITHOUT THE WAIVER; 
WAIVING THE NEED FOR INFORMED CONSENT WILL NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT SUBJECTS’ 
RIGHTS AND WELFARE; AND PERTINENT INFORMATION WILL BE PROVIDED TO SUBJECTS 
LATER, PROVIDED THAT CONFIDENTIALITY AND ANONYMITY CAN BE PRESERVED. IN THIS 
PROPOSED RESEARCH: "MINIMAL RISK" HAS BEEN ARGUED (SEE THIS APPLICATION, 
SECTION E. LEVEL OF RISK); IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO KNOW, A PRIORI, WHO A PARTICIPANT 
MIGHT NAME AS A NETWORK CONNECTION WHEN ASKED TO DO SO THROUGH FREE RECALL 
SO IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO HAVE ALL PERSONS WHO MIGHT BE NAMED THROUGH 
SOCIOMETRIC RESEARCH TO CONSENT TO THIS; ALL SUBJECTS’ RIGHTS AND WELFARE 
WILL BE PROTECTED THROUGH THE ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY PROVISIONS OF THE 
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RESEARCH; AND ALL SUBJECTS WILL HAVE ACCESS TO THE RESEARCH RESULTS ONLY 
WHERE THE ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF ALL SUBJECTS (PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY) IS PROTECTED. 

4c. Where will participation take place?  

Group 1: the web-based questionnaire can be completed at the location of the participant’s choosing. 
While this will likely be their workplace, the questionnaire will be accessible from any Internet-
connected device.  

Group 2: the interviews will be conducted at the participant’s workplace unless the participant 
chooses otherwise. 

Group 3: the interviews will be conducted at the participant’s workplace unless the participant 
chooses otherwise. 

4d.  How much time will be required of participants? 

Group 1: pre-testing of the web-based questionnaire indicates that it will take no longer than 30 
minutes for participants to complete. The web-based questionnaire has the capacity to “remember” 
where a respondent leaves a partially-completed questionnaire; therefore, this 30 minutes need not be 
completed at one sitting.  

Group 2: my target is that the interviews in this component each take no longer than 30 minutes.  

Group 3: my target is that the interviews in this component each take no longer than 30 minutes. 

4e.  Will participation take place during participants’ office hours or instructional time? If so, indicate 
whether other permission (e.g. from workplace supervisor) is required. 

Group 1: the web-based questionnaire can be completed at the time of the participant’s choosing. 
While this will likely be during their workday, the questionnaire will be accessible at any time. 
Attachment #1 indicates the corporate support of the B.C. Government and contains reference to the 
support of the Government for participant’s to complete the questionnaire during work hours. 

Group 2: the interviews will be conducted during the participant’s workday. Attachment #1 indicates 
the corporate support of the B.C. Government and contains reference to the support of the 
Government for participant’s to complete the interviews during work hours. Attachment #7 clearly 
asks the policy unit manager for their agreement and support to complete the interviews during work 
hours. 

Group 3: the interviews will be conducted during the participant’s workday. Attachment #1 indicates 
the corporate support of the B.C. Government and contains reference to the support of the 
Government for participants to complete the interviews during work hours.  

Data Collection Methods Checklist: 

Attach all documents referenced in this section (check those that are appended): 

 Standardized Instrument(s)   Questionnaire: See Attachment #11 

 Interview Questions: See Attachment #9 and #10  Observation Tools  

K. Possible Inconveniences, Benefits, Risks and Harms to Participants 

5. Benefits 

Identify any potential or known benefits associated with participation and explain below. 
Keep in mind that the anticipated benefits should outweigh any potential risks. 

 To the participant: by consciously reflecting on their professional activities in respect of policy 
formulation, the policy analyst may develop greater self-awareness of their skills and methods 
relevant to their day-to-day activities and potential improve their policy analysis abilities. 

 To society: in being oriented toward the three contemporary challenges in public administration 
identified above in section 1.b, this research can benefit society by improving the efficiency of 
government and the effectiveness of policy. To the extent that the results are applicable beyond the 
public service, better use of collaborative technology can have positive effects throughout society.   
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 To state of knowledge: the research addresses emerging questions in the contribution of social 
networks and social capital to knowledge sharing and collaboration, the effectiveness of Web2.0 tools 
in supporting these knowledge management objectives, and the limits of computer technology in 
supporting human interaction.  

6. Inconveniences 

Identify and describe any known or potential inconveniences to participants: 
Consider all potential inconveniences, including time devoted to the research. 

Group 1: Very limited - the principal inconvenience to participants will be the time required to 
complete the questionnaire. 

Group 2 Very limited - the principal inconvenience to participants will be the time required to arrange 
and undertake the interview. 

Group 3: Very limited - the principal inconvenience to participants will be the time required to arrange 
and undertake the interview. 

7. Estimate of Risks  

Could this study involve the following? Please answer each question by putting an X in the 

appropriate boxes: 

7a. Could a participant feel demeaned or embarrassed during their participation in the research? 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

7b. Could a participant feel fatigued or stressed due to the research? 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

7c. Could a participant experience any other emotional or psychological discomfort as a 

consequence of participation? 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

7d. Is there any social risk, possible stigmatization, loss of status, privacy and/or reputation? 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

7e. Are there any physical risks? 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

7f. Could a participant experience any economic risk? (e.g. job security, job loss) 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

7g. Do you see any chance that participants may be harmed in any other way?  (e.g. risk to 

community) 

Very unlikely Possibly Likely 

 

8. Possible Risks  

If you indicated in Item 7 (a) to (g) that any risks are possible or likely, please explain below: 

8a. What are the risks? 

8b. What will you do to try to minimize or prevent the risks? 

8c. How will you respond if the risk of harm occurs? (e.g. what is your plan?) 

      

9. Deception 

Will participants be fully informed of everything that will be required of them prior to the start of the 
research session? 

Yes  No  (If no, complete the Request to Use Deception form on the ORS website.) 

 

http://www.research.uvic.ca/forms/HREC/Request_to_Use_Deception.doc
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L. Compensation 

10. Compensation 

10a. Is there any compensation for participating in the research (e.g. gifts, honorarium, bonus points, 

reimbursement for transportation, parking, childcare, etc.)? 

 Yes  No 

If yes, explain the nature of the compensation and why you consider it to be necessary:  
Also consider if the amount of compensation could be considered to be a form of inducement. 

For each web questionnaire and interview that is started, $10 (to a project maximum of $1000) will be 
donated to the “Provincial Employees Community Services Fund” (PECSF), the Government of British 
Columbia-sponsored workplace fundraising campaign that enables B.C. Government employees to 
support local charitable organizations that strengthen the communities they work in. The fund is 
typically supported by provincial government employees through bi-weekly and one-time payroll 
deductions and through fundraising events, and 100% of donations are distributed to approved 
charitable organizations. The PECSF was founded in 1965, is registered with the federal government 
as a charitable employee trust and is the only organization authorized to conduct a canvass of 
provincial government employees in the workplace.  

The calculation of the final amount payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by the 
supervisor. This payment will be made as a personal donation of the researcher to the PECSF before 
August 31 2012, under the category of "public service retiree". 

The advisability of offering some form of compensation was revealed in the literature
4
 and through 

informal feedback I received from advisers who suggested that most survey requests they conduct 
(as researchers) or receive (as respondents) contain some form of honorarium, that the practice has 
now come to be expected and the absence of any compensation may have a negative effect on 
response rates. I have considered various forms of compensation including cash gift cards provided 
directly to respondents and entry into a prize lottery and have decided to offer this particular form of 
compensation. 

10b. Explain what will happen to compensation if participants withdraw during or anytime after data 
collection (e.g. compensation will be pro-rated, full compensation will be given, etc.). 

Regardless of whether a participant completes the questionnaire or interview, their having started will 
count towards the total donation. This will be clearly communicated to the respondent (see 
attachments #5, #12 and #12).  

M. Free and Informed Consent 

The following questions address the competence of participants to give consent, the process used in your research to 

obtain consent, ongoing consent, and the participants’ right to withdraw. Consult Appendix V of the Guidelines for 

further information. 

11. Participant’s Capacity (Competence) to Provide Free and Informed Consent 

Identify your prospective participants: (Check all that apply.) 

Competent Non-Competent 

 Competent adults 

 A protected or vulnerable population (e.g., 

inmates, patients) 

 Non-competent adults: 

      Consent of family/authorized 

representative will be obtained 

      Assent of the participant will be obtained 

 Competent youth 

 Youth 13 to 18: consent of youth will 
be obtained, and parental consent is 

 Non-competent youth: 

       Consent of parent/guardian 

                                              
4
 E.g., Goritz, A. S. 2006. ―Incentives in web studies: Methodological issues and a review.‖ International 

Journal of Internet Science 1 (2006), pp. 58–70. 
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required due to institutional 
requirements (e.g. school districts) 

 Youth 13 to 16: consent of youth will 

be obtained, parents will be informed 

 Youth 13 to 16: consent of youth will 

be obtained, parents will NOT be 
informed 

 Youth 17 to 18: consent of youth will 

be obtained, parents will not be informed 
 

       Assent of the youth will be obtained 

 Competent children 

 Children under 13: consent of 
parent/guardian will be obtained, and 
child consent will be obtained 

 Other, explain:  

 

 

 Non-competent children: 

       Consent of parent/guardian 

       Assent of the child will be obtained 

12. Means of Obtaining Consent:  
 

Group 1:  Informed consent (web-based questionnaire. See Attachment #5) 

Group 2:  Signed consent (interview. See Attachment #12) 

Group 3:  Signed consent (interview. See Attachment #13) 

13. Informed Consent 

Describe the exact steps you will follow in the process of explaining and obtaining informed consent. 

Group 1:  

1. The respondent will initiate the web-based questionnaire (see attachment #11) by selecting the 
link in the invitation email (see attachments #3 and #3a) to access the web-based 
questionnaire;  

2. The respondent will read the questionnaire instructions and informed consent notice; in order 
to proceed with the questionnaire, they must “Accept” the terms of the informed consent 
notice and click “Next”. 

3. The respondent will complete the questionnaire (including answering the explicit informed 
consent question with respect to email network analysis in which each respondent completing 
the web questionnaire will be explicitly asked if they consent to having their email data 
included in the email network analysis component (see attachment #6).  

4. The respondent will submit the questionnaire.  
 

Group 2:  

1. The respondent wishing to participate in the research will respond to the email invitation (see 
attachment #7a) by arranging a time and location for the interview.  

2. At the appointed time, the interview will start with the participant being given two copies of the 
informed consent document (see attachment #12) which they will be asked to sign. One 
signed copy will be left with the respondent and one copy will be retained by the researcher. 

3. The informed consent document contains a separate check box in which the participant will 
be given the option of declining to have the interview audio-recorded.  
 

Group 3:  

1. The respondent wishing to participate in the research will respond to the email invitation (see 
attachment #8) by arranging a time and location for the interview.  
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2. At the appointed time, the interview will start with the participant being given two copies of the 
informed consent document (see attachment #13) which they will be asked to sign. One 
signed copy will be left with the respondent and one copy will be retained by the researcher.  

3. The informed consent document contains a separate check box in which the participant will 
be given the option of declining to have the interview audio-recorded.  
 

14. Ongoing Consent  

Ongoing consent is required for research that occurs over multiple occasions and/or multiple research 

activities and/ or extended periods of time (i.e., more than one point of contact, including second interviews, 

review of transcripts, etc.) 

14a. Will your research occur over multiple occasions or an extended period of time? 

 Yes  No 

14b. If yes, describe how you will obtain and document ongoing consent: 

15. Participant’s Right to Withdraw 
Free and informed consent requires that participants have the right to withdraw at any time without 

consequence or explanation. 

Describe what participants will be told about their right to withdraw from the research at any time. 

Group 1: Respondents are free to discontinue web questionnaire at any time. If they submit the 
questionnaire and then change their mind, they can contact the researcher to have their record 
destroyed. This right will be described in the web questionnaire informed consent script (see 
attachment #5). 

Group 2: Participants are free to stop interview at any time. If they complete the interview and then 
change their mind, they can contact me to have their record destroyed. This right will be described in 
the informed consent document, a copy of which will be left with the participant (see attachment #12). 

Group 3: Participants are free to stop interview at any time. If they complete the interview and then 
change their mind, they can contact me to have their record destroyed. This right will be described in 
the informed consent document, a copy of which will be left with the participant (see attachment #13). 

16. What will happen to a person’s data if s/he withdraws part way through the study or after the 
data have been collected / submitted?  

 It will not be used in the analysis and will be destroyed. 

 It is logistically impossible to remove individual participant data (e.g. anonymously submitted data). 

 When linked to group data (e.g. focus group discussions), it will be used in summarized form with no 

identifying information. Include this agreement in the consent form. 

 It will be used in the analysis if the participant agrees to this. Describe how this agreement will be 
obtained: 

Free and Informed Consent Checklist: 

Attach all documents referenced in this section (check those that are appended): 

 Consent Form(s) – Include forms for all participant groups and data gathering methods 
Group 1: Informed consent re: web-based questionnaire. (See Attachment #5) 

Group 2: Signed consent re: interview. (See Attachment #12) 

Group 3: Signed consent re: interview. (See Attachment #13) 

 Letter(s) of Information for Implied Consent  
 

 Verbal Consent Script  
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N. Anonymity and Confidentiality 

17. Anonymity 
Anonymity means that no one, including the principal investigator, is able to associate responses or other data 

with individual participants. 

17a. Will the participants be anonymous in the data gathering phase of research? 

Group 1:  Yes  No: Questionnaires will contain a key identifier used for sending automated 
reminders and compiling aggregate response statistics; also, social network analysis requires that 
the respondent’s identity be known to the researcher. And, if the respondent consents, the 
respondent’s identity is necessary for the proposed email network analysis. 

Group 2:  Yes  No: (face to face interviews) 

Group 3:  Yes  No: (face to face interviews) 

17b. Will the participants be anonymous in the dissemination of results (be sure to consider use of 

video, photos)? 

Group 1:  Yes  No 

Group 2:  Yes  No 

Group 3:  Yes  No 

 See item 18b, below, for a discussion of anonymization techniques to be employed. 

 N.B.: As Ohm (2010)
5
 reveals, the purported safeguards inherent in anonymization have been 

undermined by advances in re-identification and de-anonymization. Even where a database is 
stripped of “personally identifiable information” or “personal data”, privacy adversaries can 
re-identify respondents using information that no one would consider “personal”. Thus the 
traditional technique of “anonymize, release and forget” no longer guarantees respondents’ 
anonymity. The rationalization that no one would want to go to the effort of trying to re-identify 
a respondent does not offer sufficient protection. Alternative techniques that researchers have 
developed involve addressing either the “release” requirement or the “forget” requirement. 
One approach is to never release the raw data, reporting only aggregated statistics (which has 
implications in the academic realm and is at odds with an era of increasingly “open data”). 
Another involves interactive techniques where a researcher answers questions about the data 
from requesters without releasing the raw data (though this has time and effort implications 
for the researcher). Addressing the “forget” part of the equation, techniques also exist to 
monitor closely what happens to data after its release using access controls and audit trails. 

 The approach taken here to assure anonymity in this era of anonymization failure is to 
promise respondents that the raw data will never be released (see item 19d, below). 

18. Confidentiality 
Confidentiality means the protection of the person’s identity (anonymity) and the protection, access, control and 

security of his or her data and personal information during the recruitment, data collection, reporting of 

findings, dissemination of data (if relevant) and after the study is completed (e.g., storage). 

18a. Will the confidentiality of the participants and their data be protected? 

Group 1: bottom-up perspective, individual policy analyst web-based questionnaire  

 Yes, completely 

Group 2: mid-level perspective, policy unit interviews 

 Yes, with limits  
Limits due to selection: The procedures for recruiting or selecting participants may compromise the 
confidentiality of participants: while the identity of each of the policy units will remain confidential, 
their participation in the research will be known to them. And given the small number of members of 
each policy unit, the ability to ensure their confidentiality amongst their colleagues is limited.  

 

                                              
5
 Ohm, Paul. 2010. ―Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of Anonymization.‖ 

UCLA Law Review, Vol. 57, p. 1701. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1450006 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1450006
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Group 3: top-down perspective, policy analyst interviews 

 Yes, with limits 
Limits due to context: The nature or size of the sample from which participants are drawn makes it 
possible to identify individual participants: while the identity of each of the policy analysts involved in 
the research will remain confidential, the small number of policy analysts involved in the Water Act 
Modernization Process means that the ability to ensure the confidentiality of the participants is 
limited. 

 

18b. If confidentiality will be protected, describe the procedures to be used to ensure the 
anonymity of participants and for preserving the confidentiality of their data 

 
Group 1: bottom-up perspective, individual policy analyst web-based questionnaire  

 Procedures for ensuring the protection, access control and security of the respondent’s data 
and personal information during: 

o Recruitment: though it would be possible for someone to replicate some of the 
recruitment procedures described above (e.g., see section I.2e.iii and I.2e.iv, above) 
using the publicly available government directory at http://dir.gov.bc.ca, the actual 
recruitment roster will be secured on a hosted cloud encrypted storage service at 
SecurusVault (http://securusvault.ca

6
). Email invitations sent to potential participants 

(see attachments #3 and #3a) will not be encrypted.
7
  

o data collection: the web questionnaire will be powered by FluidSurveys (see 
http://fluidsurveys.com/

8
).  

 Study codes will be used to protect the respondents’ completed 
questionnaires. Each participant will be assigned a unique study ID token 
prior to collecting data. Individual passwords / access code combinations will 
be generated and sent out to candidates invited to participate in the survey 
(see an example in attachment #3 and #3a). The code book will be stored on 
the FluidSurveys server until transferred to the SecurusVault server. 

o reporting of findings: all data will be reported in aggregate form and no personally 
identifiable information or personal data reported at any time.   

o dissemination of data: given the concerns outline in item 17b (above), the data 
collected will not be disseminated beyond the supervisory committee (see item 19d, 
below). 

o after the study is completed (e.g., storage): after the completion of the research, all 
data (including questionnaire data held at FluidSurveys, which will be transferred 
using secure FTP over TLS) will be centralized and stored at SecurusVault which 

offers the strongest physical and electronic protection available to me. 

 

                                              
6
 The SecurusVault service uses private key / symmetric encryption meaning that no one else, including 

employees of SecurusVault, have the ability to access stored data. SecurusVault also uses end-to-end 256-
bit AES Encryption with data transmitted over Secure Socket Layer (SSL – 2048 bit). Note that the cloud 
storage at UVic (netdrive.uvic.ca) does not permit encrypted storage. SecurusVault servers are based in 
Switzerland (online backup digital vaults platform), or based in Canada (Canadian online backup in Canadian-
located digital vaults), and neither country is subject to the jurisdiction of the USA PATRIOT Act. While I 
cannot guarantee that data will be exclusively held on Canada-located server (data may reside on 
Switzerland-located servers, though likely not), using SecurusVault ensures that project data will not be 
stored on US-located servers. 
7
 Sending an encrypted email would require that the recipient’s public encryption key be known prior to 

sending. In most cases, the account holder of a government email address will not have a public encryption 
key. Government email messaging is generally not encrypted unless it falls within the purview of the BC 
Government’s ―Cryptographic Standards for Information Protection‖ policy (see 
http://www.cio.gov.bc.ca/local/cio/standards/documents/standards/cryptographic_standards.pdf). 
8
 FluidSurveys is a Canadian registered service provider that uses Canada-located servers and stores all of 

its data in Canada using firewall and encryption technology to protect private information. FluidSurveys uses 
SSL (256 bit) to encrypt communications between the respondent's browser and their server. FluidSurveys is 
not subject to the jurisdiction of the USA PATRIOT Act. The company’s Canadian customers include federal 
and provincial governments, and Canadian colleges and universities. 

http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
http://securusvault.ca/
http://fluidsurveys.com/
http://www.cio.gov.bc.ca/local/cio/standards/documents/standards/cryptographic_standards.pdf
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Group 2: mid-level perspective, policy unit interviews 

 Procedures for ensuring the protection, access control and security of the respondent’s data 
and personal information during: 

o Recruitment: email messages inviting candidates to participate (see attachment #7a) 
will be sent directly to policy unit members, but will not be encrypted (see above). 

o data collection:  
 Handwritten notes captured during the interviews will be kept secure in my 

possession until used in transcribing the interview record, after which they 
will be shredded. 

 Typewritten notes captured during the interviews will be stored on a notebook 
computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. Within one day of the 
interview, these notes will be transferred to the SecurusVault server and will 
serve as the basis for transcribing the interview record. 

 The audio recordings (if consented to) captured during the interviews will be 
stored as mp3 files on a notebook computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES 
encryption. These recordings will used in transcribing the interview record, 
after which they will be secure-deleted.  

 Study codes will be used to protect the respondents’ interview recordings. 
Each participant will be assigned a unique study ID. The code book will be 
stored on the SecurusVault server. 

o reporting of findings: all data will be reported in aggregate form and no personally 
identifiable information or personal data reported at any time. Direct quotes, where 
used, will be anonymized and only used where the content cannot be used to identify 
the respondent.  

o dissemination of data: the data collected will not be disseminated. 
o after the study is completed (e.g., storage): after the completion of the research, all 

interview data will be stored at SecurusVault. 

Group 3: top-down perspective, policy analyst interviews 

 Procedures for ensuring the protection, access control and security of the respondent’s data 
and personal information during: 

o Recruitment: email messages inviting candidates to participate (see attachment #8) 
will be sent directly to policy unit members, but will not be encrypted (see above). 

o data collection:  
 handwritten notes captured during the interviews will be kept secure in my 

possession until used in transcribing the interview record, after which they 
will be shredded. 

 Typewritten notes captured during the interviews will be stored on a notebook 
computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. Within one day of the 
interview, these notes will be transferred to the SecurusVault server and will 
serve as the basis for transcribing the interview record. 

 The audio recordings (if consented to) captured during the interviews will be 
stored as mp3 files on a notebook computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES 
encryption. These recordings will used in transcribing the interview record, 
after which they will be secure-deleted.  

 Study codes will be used to protect the respondents’ interview recordings. 
Each participant will be assigned a unique study ID. The code book will be 
stored on the SecurusVault server. 

o reporting of findings: all data will be reported in aggregate form and no personally 
identifiable information or personal data reported at any time. Direct quotes, where 
used, will be anonymized and only used where the content cannot be used to identify 
the respondent.  

o dissemination of data: the data collected will not be disseminated. 
o after the study is completed (e.g., storage): after the completion of the research, all 

interview data will be stored at SecurusVault. 
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18c. If there are limits to confidentiality due to the methods (e.g. group interview), sample size or legal 
requirements (e.g. reporting child abuse) so that you cannot guarantee confidentiality, explain 
what the limits are and how you will address them with the participants: 

Group 1: bottom-up perspective, individual policy analyst web-based questionnaire  

 See discussion above at item 17c re: the problem of anonymization failure. This will be 
addressed by promising respondents that the raw data will never be released (see item 19d, 
below). 

Group 2: mid-level perspective, policy unit interviews 

 Limits due to selection: The procedures for recruiting or selecting participants may 
compromise the confidentiality of participants: while the identity of each of the policy units 
will remain confidential, their participation in the research will be known to them. And given 
the small number of members of each policy unit, the ability to ensure their confidentiality 
amongst their colleagues is limited. While it may be difficult to protect who chooses to 
participate in the research and who declines, the respondent’s data will be protected (see item 
18b for procedures). 

Group 3: top-down perspective, policy analyst interviews 

 Limits due to context: The nature or size of the sample from which participants are drawn 
makes it possible to identify individual participants: while the identity of each of the policy 
analysts involved in the research will remain confidential, the small number of policy analysts 
involved in the Water Act Modernization Process means that the ability to ensure the 
confidentiality of the participants is limited. While it may be difficult to protect who is recruited 
for the study and who chooses to participate in the research, the respondent’s data will be 
protected (see item 18b for procedures). 

O. Use and Disposal of Data 

19. Use(s) of Data 

19a. What use(s) will be made of all forms of data collected (field notes, photos, videos, audiotapes, 
transcripts, etc.)? 

Group 1: bottom-up perspective, individual policy analyst web-based questionnaire  

 Questionnaire data will be used to draw inferences about the changing nature of the practice 
of policy analysis, investigate correlations between the practice of policy analysis and the use 
of particular Web2.0 tools, and behaviour and attitudes with respect to organization 
knowledge sharing and collaboration. Also, a central objective of the questionnaire is to 
create organization (social) network maps of individuals involved in the policy formulation 
process in the B.C. Government.  

Group 2: mid-level perspective, policy unit interviews 

 Data from interviews will be collected using field notes – both handwritten and typewritten – 
as well as audio-recordings. These will be used to create interview transcripts that will then be 
used as the basis for undertaking qualitative analysis which focuses on describing the 
conditions and workgroup characteristics that support the adoption of Gov2.0 technology in 

policy unit deployments, and developing criteria to guide its effective use in such settings. 

Group 3: top-down perspective, policy analyst interviews 

 Data from interviews will be collected using field notes – both handwritten and typewritten – 
as well as audio-recordings. These will be used to create interview transcripts that will then be 
used as the basis for undertaking qualitative analysis which focuses on describing the Water 

Act Modernization Process as a case study.  

19b. Will your research data be analyzed, now or in future, by yourself for purposes other than this 

research project? 

 Yes  No  Possibly 
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19c. If yes or possibly, how will you obtain consent for future data analysis from the participants (e.g. 

request future use in current consent form)? 

19d. Will your research data be analyzed, now or in future, by other persons for purposes other than 

explained in this application? 

 Yes  No  Possibly 

19e. If yes or possibly, by whom and how will you obtain consent from the participants for future data 
analysis by other researchers (e.g. request future use in current consent form)? 

 

20. Commercial Purposes 

20a. Do you anticipate that this research will be used for a commercial purpose? 

 Yes  No 

20b. If yes, explain how the data will be used for a commercial purpose: 

20c. If yes, indicate if and how participants will benefit from commercialization.  

21. Maintenance and Disposal of Data 

Describe your plans for protecting data during the project, and for preserving, archiving, or destroying 
all the types of data associated with the research (e.g. paper records, audio or visual recordings, 
electronic recordings, coded data) after the research is completed: 

21a. means of storing data (e.g., a locked filing cabinet, password protected computer files): 

All digital data will be stored on password-protected computers (see item 21b), using firewall 
protection and encryption. In all cases, the passwords used to secure the various accounts and 

devices used have been independently rated as “very strong”. 9 The paper records used to record 
field noted during the interview components (i.e., Group 2 and Group 3) will be transitory records for 
the purposes of recording interview data in digital form. These will be kept secure in my possession 

until used in created digital records, and then shredded. 

21b. location of storing data: 

All permanent data will be secured on a hosted cloud encrypted storage service at SecurusVault 
(http://securusvault.ca). Transitory data, specifically the web questionnaire data, will be temporarily 
stored at FluidSurveys (http://fluidsurveys.com/). Transitory data, specifically the typewritten field 
notes and interview audio-recordings, will be temporarily stored on a password protected and 
encrypted notebook computer. In both cases, transitory data will be transferred to the SecurusVault 
servers as soon as practicable. Paper records will be destroyed once they have been used to create 
digitized interview records. 

21c. duration of data storage (if data will be kept indefinitely, explain): 

Data stored at SecurusVault will be kept until the results are published, or until December 31 2015, 
whichever comes first.  

21d. methods of destroying or archiving data: 

Data stored at SecurusVault will be secure-deleted after the results are published, or on December 31 
2015, whichever comes first. 

22. Dissemination 

How do you anticipate disseminating the research results? (Check all that apply) 

 Dissertation 

 Presentations at scholarly meetings  Published article, chapter or book 

 Internet  Media (e.g. newspaper, radio, TV) 

                                              
9
 The passwords used for my notebook computer, and accounts at SecurusVault and LiquidSurveys are rated 

as ―very strong‖ (each receiving a 100% score) by the password evaluation algorithm at 
http://www.passwordmeter.com/. 

http://securusvault.ca/
http://fluidsurveys.com/
http://www.passwordmeter.com/
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 Directly to participants and/or groups involved: e.g., information sessions to government 

committees, Policy Community of Practice.  Other, explain:  

P. Researchers 

23. Conflict of Interest 

23a. Apart from a declared dual-role relationship (Section I, item 3), are you or any of the research 
team members in a perceived, actual or potential conflict of interest regarding this research 
project (e.g. partners in research, private interests in companies or other entities)? 

 Yes  No 

23b. If yes, please provide details of the conflict and how you will manage it: 

24. Researcher(s) Qualifications 

In light of your research methods, the nature of the research and the characteristics of the 
participants, what training or qualifications do you and/or your research team have (e.g. research 
methods course, language proficiency, committee expertise)? 

PhD Program Research Method Courses:  

 SOCI510 Quantitative Methods: This course aims to provide students with a clear 
understanding of ordinary least squares techniques. It also extends this knowledge to 
incorporate models which are commonly subsumed in the framework of the general linear 
model. It includes such topics as collinearity, outliers and influential data, non-linearity, 
heteroscedasticity, generalized least squares, log-linear and logistic models. 

 SOCI511 Research Design: Planning sociological inquiry: formulating a problem, relating the 
problem to existing theory and research, and determining appropriate empirical strategies. 
This course provides a foundation for students in the development of thesis proposals. 

Committee Expertise: 

 Dr. Rod Dobell: expertise in processes of public sector governance, policy formulation; 
knowledge of B.C. Government and Water Act Modernization Process. 

 Dr. Bart Cunningham: expertise in human resource management issues, action learning and 
research, organizational behaviour, theory, effectiveness and change.  

 Dr. Melanie Tory: expertise in human-computer interaction, collaborative visualization, and 
computer-supported cooperative work.  

25. Risk to Researcher(s) 

25a. Does this research study pose any risks to the researchers, assistants and data collectors? 

 Yes  No 

25b. If there are any risks, explain the nature of the risks, how they will be minimized, and how they 
will be responded to if they occur. 

Q. Further or Special Questions 

26. Multiple Site Research 

26a.  Does this project involve collection of data at multiple sites within Canada requiring the 
approval of other sites, bodies or organizations (e.g., other ethics board(s))? 

 Yes  No 

26b. If you responded Yes to 26a. above, list the sites, bodies or organizations: 

27. International Research 

27a. Will this study be conducted in a country other than Canada? 

 Yes  No 

27b. If yes, describe how the laws, customs and regulations of the host country will be addressed: 
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Attachments* 

 
 

 

 

Information for Submission 

 Applications may be printed and submitted double-sided 

 Do not staple the original application with original signatures 

 The two photocopies may be individually stapled or clipped 

 Do not staple or clip the individual appendices 

Title and label attachments as Appendix 1, 2, 3 etc. and attach the following documents (check 

those that are appended): 

Section I - Recruitment Materials: 

 Script(s) – in-person, telephone, 3
rd

 party, e-mail, etc. 

 Invitation to participate  

 Advertisement, Poster, Flyer  

Section J - Data Collection Methods: 

 Standardized Instrument(s) 

 Survey(s), Questionnaire(s) 

 Interview and/or Focus Group Questions 

 Observation Tools  
Section M - Free and Informed Consent: 

 Consent Form(s) – Include forms for all participant groups and data gathering methods 

 Letter(s) of Information for Implied Consent  

 Verbal Consent Script  

 Approval from external organizations (or proof of having made a request for permission) 

 Permission to gain access to confidential documents or materials 

 Request to Use Deception form 

 Human Materials Form 

 Other, please describe:  

  

*Ensure that all applicable attachments are included with all copies of your application.  

Incomplete applications will not be processed and will be returned to the applicant. 
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Attachments List 
 
Attachment #1 – B.C. Government Corporate Support for Research 

 Letter to Grant Main, Deputy Minister of Transportation and Chair, Deputy Ministers’ Comm ittee on 
Technology and Transformation 

 
Attachment #2 – B.C. Government Support for Email Network Analysis 

 Letter to Kim Henderson, Deputy Minister of Citizen Service and Open Government (responsible for 
Office of Chief Information Officer and Shared Services BC) 

 
Attachment #3 – Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts 
 
Attachment #3a – Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts 

 based on response to Advertisement (see attachment #4) slight variation in language to attachment 
#3 

 
Attachment #4 –Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts – Posting 

 for posting to Policy Community of Practice, @Work Employee Intranet, Spark! Collaborative Online 
Social Media Tool 

 
Attachment #5 –Individual Policy Analysts Web Questionnaire Informed Consent Script 
 
Attachment #6 –Individual Policy Analysts Web Questionnaire Explicit Informed Consent Script re Email 
Network Analysis 
 
Attachment #7– Email Invitation to Participate: Policy Units 

 to be sent to candidate policy unit managers when attempting to recruit policy units for the mid-level 
perspective. 

 
Attachment #7a– Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Members of Policy Units 

 to be sent to policy unit members after their unit head has agreed to the participation of the unit, 
seeking their consent to be interviewed (this is not informed consent - that is formalized in attachment 
12 - but is does respond to the power over problem identified in application section I.3). 

  
Attachment #8– Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts involved in Water Act Modernization 
Process 
 
Attachment #9 - Draft interview questions Group 2 (mid-level perspective) 
 
Attachment #10 - Draft interview questions Group 3 (top-down perspective) 
 
Attachment #11 – Draft Web-based Questionnaire Group 1 (bottom-up perspective) 
 
Attachment #12 –Individual Policy Analysts Policy Unit Interviews Informed Consent Document 

 to be presented before interview starts. For signature. Includes agreement to audio-record the 
interview. 

 
Attachment #13 –Individual Policy Analysts Case Study Interviews Informed Consent Document 

 to be presented before interview starts. For signature. Includes agreement to audio-record the 
interview. 
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Attachment #1 – B.C. Government Corporate Support for Research 

Letter seeking corporate support to conduct research on-site and to recruit participants from amongst the 
public service; provide a formal point of corporate endorsement for the research;  
 

UVic Letterhead 
 
Date 
 
Grant Main, Deputy Minister 
B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 
PO Box 9850 Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, B.C.     V8W9T5 
 
Re: Corporate Support for Conducting On-Site Dissertation Research 

 
 
Dear Mr. Main: 
 
I am writing to seek the corporate support of the Government of the Province of British Columbia for 
conducting my proposed dissertation research on the impact of Gov2.0 on the policy formulation 
process in the B.C. Government. I am making this request in respect of your position as Chair of the 
Deputy Ministers’ Committee on Technology and Transformation.  
 
My research addresses questions of how Gov2.0 technology, applied internally in support of 
knowledge sharing and collaboration efforts in public sector settings, is affecting the policy 
formulation process in B.C. Government. This research is aimed at providing guidance for future 
implementation of Gov2.0 in internal public sector policy formulation processes and adding to our 
understanding of how the technological and cultural changes embodied in Gov2.0 will affect the 
practice of policy analysis going forward. My hope is that you will agree that these themes resonate 
with the interests of the Committee on Technology and Transformation and the objectives as 
described in the ―Citizens @ the Centre‖ strategy, and that there is value in the B.C. Government 
supporting the undertaking of this research. 
 
I have attached to this letter a brief description of the proposed research, which involves surveys of 
B.C. public servants involved in the policy formulation process at three levels of analysis:  

 Bottom-up perspective (as between individual policy analysts): the research objective is the 
determination of the effectiveness of policy analysts in locating knowledge sources and 
building collaboration networks both within and outside their formal work structure, and 
assessing whether their use of Gov2.0 technology is instrumental in those activities. The 
research activity will involve a web-based questionnaire to be completed by ―policy 
analysts‖10 in the B.C. public service involved in policy formulation processes.  

 Mid-level perspective (within formal policy unit groupings): the research is aimed at 
describing the conditions and workgroup characteristics that support the effective adoption 
of Gov2.0 technology in ―policy unit‖11 settings. The research will focus on semi-structured 
interviews with the members of five policy units selected from across the government.  

 Top-down perspective (through cross-government policy coordination efforts): the research 
objective is the development of an understanding of how Gov2.0 technologies can support 
efforts at knowledge-sharing and collaboration-building in horizontal governance exercises, 
taking the specific case of the Water Act Modernization (WAM) Process. The research 

                                              
10

 By ―policy analyst‖, I mean public servants whose day-to-day activity involves the practice of policy analysis 
– extending beyond those public servants with the specific title of ―Policy Analyst‖. My preliminary estimate is 
that this category includes 1000 B.C. public servants. 
11

 Again, this term is used in a general sense and would encompass any organizational unit having corporate 
or program responsibility for policy analysis and formulation. 
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activity will include semi-structured interviews with individuals directly involved in the WAM 
Process. 

 
I am hoping that you will agree that this proposed research is of benefit to the Government of B.C. 
generally, and specifically addresses some of the issues raised in the ―Citizens @ the Centre‖ 
strategy. I also believe that participation in the research will be of benefit to individual public 
servants as they take the opportunity to reflect on their role in the policy formulation process and 
the impact of Gov2.0 on the evolution of this work. While no direct resources are requested in this 
letter, this research will require a small time investment by public servants in completing the web-
questionnaire or interviews, usually completed during working hours. I understand that this is not an 
insignificant use of public resources, but I believe that the benefits to the participants, the 
government, society and the state of knowledge justify these costs. To be precise, this request 
specifically seeks the Government’s permission and approval of the following: 

 That public servants directly involved with policy formulation processes in the Government of 
B.C. be permitted to complete a web-based questionnaire related to the research questions 
of the project. The web-questionnaire would include questions in the following categories: 
views on the policy process; collaborative technology use in the policy process; knowledge 
sharing and collaboration practices; organizational social networks; and demographic 
characteristics. The estimate number of public servants of relevance to this research is 
approximately 1000. The estimated amount of time required to complete the questionnaire is 
30 minutes.12 

 That supervisors of ―policy units‖ throughout government be permitted to agree to have their 
unit join the study, and further that members of those units be permitted to participate in the 
research. The research activity will focus on semi-structured interviews with individual 
members of participating policy units. The focus of the questions would be on knowledge 
sharing and collaboration practices, views on the impact of collaborative technology on 
policy unit interaction, views on the impact of organizational social networks on policy unit 
collaboration, and views on external influences on policy unit interaction. Five policy units 
will be selected for this part of the research and the estimate number of public servants to 
be involved is approximately 40. The estimated amount of time required to participate in this 
component is 30 minutes for each interview participant, and interviews will normally be 
conducted during working hours at the workplace of the respondent unless they choose 
otherwise.  

 That public servants who were directly involved with the Water Act Modernization Process 
be permitted to participate in the research. The research activity will focus on semi-
structured interviews with individuals directly involved in the WAM process. The focus of the 
questions would be on knowledge sharing and collaboration practices, views on the impact 
of collaborative technology on cross-government policy collaboration, views on the impact of 
organizational social networks on such collaboration, and views on external influences on 
the policy formulation process. The estimate number of public servants of relevance to this 
research is approximately 30, with a sample of 12 to be interviewed. The estimated amount 
of time required to participate in this component is 30 minutes for each interview participant, 
and interviews will normally be conducted during working hours at the workplace of the 
respondent unless they choose otherwise. 

 
While this letter seeks the Government’s support for this work, and permission for public servants to 
undertake these activities during work hours, it is understood that public servants are invited to do 
so voluntarily and that allocating part of their work-day to do so has implications for the completion 
of their ongoing responsibilities. In order to thank respondents for their time and ―compensate‖ them 
for the extra effort required to engage with the research, I am proposing that for each web 
questionnaire and interview that is started, $10 (to a project maximum of $1000) will be donated to 

                                              
12

 The questionnaire can be completed from any web-enabled device in any location, and need not be 
completed at one sitting (e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace desktop computer, resumed on a 
mobile device and completed on a home notebook computer). 
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the Provincial Employees Community Services Fund (PECSF) by me as a personal donation to the 
PECSF. As part of my application to the University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Board for 
Ethics Approval for Human Participant Research, I have committed that regardless of whether a 
participant completes the questionnaire or interview, their having started will count towards the total 
donation (thus, their withdrawal from the study will not have an impact on this compensation). I also 
undertake to complete this donation before August 31 2012 under the category of "public service 
retiree" (as a former B.C. Government public servant). The calculation of the final amount payable 
to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by my supervisor, Dr. Rod Dobell.  
 
In a separate letter to your colleague Kim Henderson, as Deputy Minister responsible for the Office 
of the Chief Information Officer and Shared Services B.C, I am seeking her support for four 
technical aspects of the research: permission to use the online B.C. Government Directory for the 
purposes of recruiting B.C. Government public servants to participate in this research; permission to 
use my dormant Government email account in order to send email invitations to potential 
participants; permission to use that directory as a resource for facilitating the component of the 
web-based questionnaire that focuses on organizational social network analysis; and access to the 
data necessary for the proposed ―email network analysis‖ as a supplement to the survey-based 
organization social network analysis. (That letter has been copied to you for information). 
 
This research is being undertaken under the guidance of my supervisory committee (Dr. Rod 
Dobell, Dr. Bart Cunningham and Dr. Melanie Tory), and will be conducted under the purview of the 
University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Board. As such, I will take steps to ensure the 
confidentiality of all respondents in the collection and storage of data and the reporting of research 
results. In addition to the academic expectations and human research ethics requirements of the 
University, I appreciate that the Government of British Columbia has obvious interests in protecting 
access to its workplaces and confidential information, as well as safeguarding the rights of its 
employees. In recognition of these responsibilities, I am prepared to observe the requirements of 
the Public Service Act and additional workplace policies.13 I also understand the Government’s 
responsibilities under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and appreciate that 
any information provided to me in the course of the research that is subject to the Act must be 
protected in the same way by me. As a former public servant, I will have previously sworn an Oath 
of Employment in 2004; should that oath no longer be valid, I am prepared to affirm or sign a similar 
agreement should it be deemed necessary.  
 
Thank you for considering this request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
 
 
Encl:  brief description of the proposed research 
 
 
cc:  Kim Henderson, Deputy Minister - Citizens’ Services & Open Government 
 Rod Dobell, Chair – Dissertation Supervisory Committee 
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 For example, those listed at http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/index.htm.  

http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/index.htm
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Encl:  brief description of the proposed research 
 

DISSERTATION PROPOSAL SUMMARY 
Justin Longo, PhD Candidate – University of Victoria 

Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 

Abstract: A proposal to investigate how policy formulation processes in the government 
of the Province of British Columbia are being affected by the adoption of Gov2.0 
technology and methods. Using mixed methods, the research will assess this question 
by focusing on internal-to-government interaction from three perspectives: bottom-up 
(as between individual policy analysts), mid-level (within formal policy unit groupings) 
and top-down (through cross-government policy coordination efforts). The objective is 
the development of a theory of Gov2.0-supported policy formulation and a description 
of the “Policy Analyst 2.0”. 

 
The use of Web2.0 technologies and methods by government and in governance settings is an 
issue of current interest, and is a research area which has multiple facets (Osimo, 2008). The 
interest is principally focused on the use of the Internet as a democratic enabling medium and 
citizen engagement mechanism (Chadwick, 2009). The impact of Web2.0 on e-service delivery is 
also an issue of emerging focus (Dutil et al., 2010). These uses are clearly important features of 
Gov 2.0. However, the focus of this research is on the internal–to–government policy formulation 
activity, and how the adoption of Web 2.0 tools is affecting the policy analysis environment. 
 
Gov2.0 has emerged in recent years as a development of note in the practice of public sector 
governance and as a technological and cultural phenomenon (Gøtze and Pedersen, 2009). Built 
upon the architecture of the social and semantic web, Gov2.0 is defined here as instances where 
Web2.0 approaches and technologies are applied to citizen service delivery and outward-oriented 
public administration functions, corporate internal administration and knowledge management, 
policy analysis, formulation and formation processes, and democratic governance. 
 
This research focuses on a part of this spectrum of public sector governance activities that is 
labelled here as ―policy formulation‖.  

 
This particular term is used purposefully here with precision, to distinguish the activities of concern 
from the larger policy process.14 Under this definition, the focus on policy formulation leads us to 

                                              
14 My approach follows from Anderson’s (1975) definition of policy formulation as involving ―the development 

of pertinent and acceptable proposed courses of action for dealing with public problems" (p.53). And the term 
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focus on the early stages of the policy process: from apprehension of the policy problem, through its 
analysis and consideration of alternatives and ending with a decision.  
 
Policy analysts play many roles in the policy formulation process - as information agent, knowledge 
manager, coordinator and collaborator, boundary agent, advocate and gatekeeper. While the 
implications of Gov2.0 are currently taking shape and will play out over the next many years, this 
changing environment raises the possibility of an emergent form in the character and role of the 
modern policy analyst. 
 
This proposed research is aimed at describing what policy analysts do, and how they do it, in the 
midst of this changing environment. The objective is the development of a theory of Gov2.0-
supported policy formulation and the construction of a portrait of this emergent policy analyst that I 
have tentatively labelled the ―Policy Analyst 2.0‖. 

This research addresses questions of how Web2.0 technology, applied internally in support of 
knowledge sharing and collaboration efforts in public sector settings (i.e., Gov2.0) is affecting the 
policy formulation process in the Government of the Province of British Columbia. Using multiple 
methods, the research will assess this question from three perspectives:  

 Bottom-up perspective (as between individual policy analysts): the research objective is the 
determination of the effectiveness of policy analysts in locating knowledge sources and 
building collaboration networks outside their formal work structure, and assessing whether 
their use of Gov2.0 technology is instrumental in those activities.  

 Mid-level perspective (within formal policy unit groupings): the research is aimed at 
describing the conditions and workgroup characteristics that support the adoption of Gov2.0 
technology in policy unit deployments, and developing criteria to guide its effective use in 
such settings.  

 Top-down perspective (through cross-government policy coordination efforts): the research 
objective is the development of an understanding of how Gov2.0 technologies can support 
efforts at knowledge-sharing and collaboration-building in efforts to support horizontal 
governance. 

The purpose of this research is to provide contextual understanding in order to provide guidance for 
future implementation of Web2.0 in internal public sector policy formulation processes (i.e., 
Gov2.0). The proposed research seeks to describe the contemporary policy formulation 
environment and activities of policy analysts, and assess how Gov2.0 is affecting that environment 
and activities. The purpose of this research is to add to our understanding of how this new evolution 
of e–government is affecting a particular part of the governance environment – i.e., the policy 
formulation process - and how the practice of policy analysis is responding to this technology. The 
proposal responds to three contemporary challenges in public administration: 

1. As governments continually deal with budget constraints, innovative technologies will 
increasingly be presented as cost-effective ways to improve service delivery, engage 
citizens and make the business of government more efficient. Ensuring the effective use of 
these new technologies requires a robust understanding of the setting in which these tools 
are intended to be used. 

                                                                                                                                                       
―formulation‖ is explicitly used here to distinguish it from the more-expansive ―policy formation‖ process, which 
can be used as synonymous with ―the policy process‖. A prevalent use of the term ―policy analysis‖ appears 
to be similar in scope to policy formation and the policy process, where it is used to describe the application of 
research and knowledge directed at designing, implementing and evaluating public policies, programs and 
other governmental courses of action (Dobuzinskis, Howlett and Laycock, 2007). Policy analysis is a key 
function that supports the policy process in governance, and is the focus of a long history of academic inquiry 
(see Longo, 2003 for a survey) and ongoing concern in practice (e.g., PRI, 2009). Open questions of what 
policy analysis is, what policy analysts do (or should do) and how policy analysis contributes to the policy 
formulation process and wider processes of public sector governance persist. 
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2. The Government of British Columbia, like other organizations and other settings, faces a 
looming demographic challenge with many long-time civil servants set to retire in the coming 
years. Various knowledge management (KM) systems in the past have attempted to capture 
tacit knowledge held by long-term employees for use across the organization and after the 
retiree departs. Gov2.0 (as described here) is an attempt to address the shortcomings of 
previous KM systems and harness the power of Web2.0 platforms for capturing tacit 
knowledge and sharing knowledge across organizations. 

3. In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with organizational structures still 
rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this proposal views collaborative 
policy formulation as an important response to policy complexity. 

Research Questions and Methods 
The objective of the research is to describe how Gov2.0 is affecting the policy formulation process, 
and to investigate how collaborative technology in a corporate policy formulation environment 
might be put to more effective use. The research will be oriented towards three groups of public 
servants in the B.C. Government, with a mix of methods used to draw insights from respondents. 
These questions will be addressed from three perspectives: the bottom-up, the mid-level and the 
top-down. 

 Group 1 (bottom-up perspective, as between individual policy analysts): the research 
objective is the determination of the effectiveness of ―policy analysts‖ in locating knowledge 
sources and building collaboration networks both within and outside their formal work 
structure, and assessing whether their use of Gov2.0 technology is instrumental in those 
activities. 

o As a semi-autonomous agent operating in a structured policy environment, the 
individual policy analyst has a principal mission of accomplishing objectives assigned 
to them. This may be the completion of an information note on a particular issue, the 
identification of options for addressing an emergent problem or the assembling of 
bureaucratic coalitions necessary for later policy formulation and implementation. In 
order to assemble the knowledge necessary to effectively address the problem under 
consideration, and to build the network necessary to support the success of the 
policy process, the policy analyst will attempt to connect to various knowledge 
sources within her or his network. These sources will range from primary data, 
secondary sources and other published information and extend to tacit information 
held by individuals within the policy analyst's social network. The policy analyst’s 
social network in the context of undertaking their work assignments may be 
structured in part by the organizational hierarchy. In this respect, the policy analyst's 
social network will resemble his or her organizational network. 

o The research activity will involve a web-based questionnaire to be completed by 
―policy analysts‖15 in the B.C. public service involved in policy formulation processes. 
Preliminary estimates are that this population numbers approximately 750, with an 
upper limit of 1000. For this questionnaire component of the research, a full 
population survey is proposed. The estimated amount of time required to complete 
the questionnaire is 30 minutes. 

o The web-questionnaire would include questions in the following categories: views on 
the policy process; collaborative technology use in the policy process; knowledge 
sharing and collaboration practices; organizational social networks; and demographic 
characteristics.  

o The organizational social network component of the questionnaire, undertaken using 
sociometric questionnaire and social network analysis methods, will be 
complemented by email network analysis in order to produce robust results.  

                                              
15

 By ―policy analyst‖, I mean public servants whose day-to-day activity involves the practice of policy analysis 
– extending beyond those public servants with the specific title of ―Policy Analyst‖ My preliminary estimate is 
that this category includes 1000 BC public servants. 
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 Group 2 (mid-level perspective, within formal policy unit groupings): the research is aimed at 
describing the conditions and workgroup characteristics that support the effective adoption 
of Gov2.0 technology in ―policy unit‖16 settings. 

o As a public servant operating within the bureaucracy, the policy analyst will typically 
be grouped into a policy unit with a small number of other individuals. This policy unit 
will be situated within a larger structural unit - a division or branch for example. And 
this unit will be further nested within a larger unit - a ministry for example - typically 
the largest organizational division within a government. However, knowledge sharing 
and collaboration can also be undertaken without regard to the formal organizational 
structure, especially in a Gov2.0 context; indeed, a central implication of 
Enterprise2.0 is that actors can more easily link to knowledge across the 
organization and be less constrained by the formal organization chart. And the 
reason for extending the knowledge sharing network beyond the formal 
organizational network is to ensure that responses and solutions are more robust 
and resilient in later stages of the policy process.  

o The research will focus on semi-structured interviews with the members of policy 
units selected from across the government. For this component of the research, I 
anticipate working with 5 policy units, each having approximately 8 members each. 
The total population of policy units in the British Columbia Government is 
approximately 25. 

o The focus of the interview questions would be on knowledge sharing and 
collaboration practices, views on the impact of collaborative technology on policy unit 
interaction, views on the impact of organizational social networks on policy unit 
collaboration, and views on external influences on policy unit interaction.  

 Group 3 (top-down perspective, through cross-government policy coordination efforts): the 
research objective is the development of an understanding of how Gov2.0 technologies can 
support efforts at knowledge-sharing and collaboration-building in horizontal governance 
exercises, taking the specific case of British Columbia’s Water Act Modernization (WAM) 
Process. 

o In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with organizational 
structures still rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this 
research views collaborative policy formulation as an important response to policy 
complexity. The term collaboration represents an evolution of the literature that 
includes such terms as horizontal governance, holistic governance, joined-up 
government, cross-cutting policy issue management, coherent and cohesive policy 
responses, coordination and integration between government agencies, and 
knowledge management and knowledge sharing across and between governments. 
The Water Act Modernization Process is a particularly interesting example of the use 
of Gov2.0 technology and work modes in support of citizen engagement and policy 
formulation and a salient example of a cross-cutting policy issue in which a horizontal 
policy formulation approach was deployed. Participants in this process will be able to 
shed light on the intersection of Gov2.0 and horizontal policy collaboration.  

o The research activity will include semi-structured interviews with individuals directly 
involved in the WAM Process. A preliminary estimate is that approximately 30 
individuals may have been directly involved from across the twelve specific ministries 
involved in this process (Ministries of: Environment; Health; Community, Sport and 
Cultural Development; Agriculture; Energy and Mines; Forests, Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations; Social Development; Finance; Aboriginal Relations and 
Reconciliation; Education; Transportation and Infrastructure; Public Safety and 
Solicitor General). Of this population, I anticipate interviewing a sample of 12 
participants. 

                                              
16

 Again, this term is used in a general sense and would encompass any organizational unit having corporate 
or program responsibility for policy analysis and formulation. 
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o The focus of the questions would be on knowledge sharing and collaboration 
practices, views on the impact of collaborative technology on cross-government 
policy collaboration, views on the impact of organizational social networks on such 
collaboration, and views on external influences on the policy formulation process. 

 

Workplan 
 Application for Ethics Approval for Human Participant Research to UVic Human Research 

Ethics Board – June 2011 

 Requests for Approval to B.C. Government: June 2011 

 Policy Analyst Questionnaire: September-October 2011 

 Policy Unit Interviews: September-October 2011 

 Email Network Analysis: November 2011 

 Case Study Interviews: November-December 2011 

 Study 1 Section to committee: December 2011 

 Study 2 Section to committee: January 2012 

 Study 3 Section to committee: February 2012 

 Application to graduate: June 2012 

 Final dissertation for examination submitted to committee 30 days before oral exam 

 Request for Oral Examination Form signed by Supervisory Committee and submitted to the 
office of the Dean of Graduate Studies 30 days before oral exam 

 Oral defence of dissertation: last possible date July 6 2012 

 All requirements completed by August 31 2012 

 Convocation: November 2012 
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Attachment #2 – B.C. Government Support for Email Network Analysis 

Letter to Kim Henderson (Deputy Minister, Citizens Services and Open Government Including Shared 
Services BC) – corporate support of the B.C. Government in providing the requested data in respect of the 
―email network analysis‖ component of the research, and permission to use the online Government of B.C. 
Directory contrary to the terms of use.  

 
UVic Letterhead 
 
Date 
 
Kim Henderson, Deputy Minister 
B.C. Ministry of Citizens’ Services & Open Government 
PO Box 9440 Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, B.C.      V8W9V3 
 
Dear Ms. Henderson: 
 
Re: Technical Support for Conducting On-Site Dissertation Research 

 
 
I am writing to seek your support for conducting my proposed dissertation research on the impact of 
Gov2.0 on the policy formulation process in the Government of the Province of British Columbia. I 
am making this inquiry in respect of your position as the Deputy Minister responsible for the Office 
of the Chief Information Officer and Shared Services BC. In a separate letter to your colleague 
Grant Main, sent in respect of his position as Chair of the Deputy Ministers’ Committee on 
Technology and Transformation, I am seeking the broader corporate support of the Government for 
conducting this research in the Government setting (that letter has been copied to you for 
information). This present request to you focuses on three technical aspects of this proposed 
research which are described below. 
 
To reiterate the details of the letter sent to Mr. Main, my research addresses questions of how the 
adoption of Gov2.0 technology, applied internally in support of knowledge sharing and collaboration 
efforts in public sector settings, is affecting the policy formulation process in the B.C. Government. 
Attached to that letter is a brief description of the proposed research, which involves surveys of B.C. 
public servants involved in the policy formulation process at three levels of analysis: 

 Bottom-up perspective, as between individual policy analysts (web-based questionnaire),  
 Mid-level perspective, within formal policy unit groupings (semi-structured interviews), and  
 Top-down perspective, through cross-government policy coordination efforts (semi-

structured interviews).  

In order to undertake the empirical research as proposed, four technical issues arise that require 
the Government’s permission and cooperation in order to be successful and conform to legal and 
technical requirements. This letter is a formal request that the Government consider granting me: 

1. permission to use the online B.C. Government Directory for the purposes of recruiting B.C. 
Government public servants to participate in this research. Permission is being sought in 
order that my proposed recruitment methods (described in enclosure 1) not be interpreted 
as constituting a breach of the Terms of Use of the B.C. Government Directory. 

2. reactivation of, and permission to use, my dormant Government email account 
(Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca) in order to send email invitations to potential participants. While it 
is certainly possible to send such emails from my academic email account, this permission is 
sought so that emails sent by me to individual respondents have a higher likelihood of being 
attended to by recipients, hopefully leading to higher response rates; 

3. permission to use the online B.C. Government Directory as a resource for facilitating the 
component of the web-based questionnaire that focuses on organizational social network 

mailto:Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca
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analysis (see enclosure 2 for an explanation). Again, permission is being sought so that my 
proposed recruitment methods not be interpreted as constituting a breach of the Terms of 
Use; and  

4. the cooperation of the Government’s IM/IT services in facilitating the proposed ―email 
network analysis‖ as a supplement to the survey-based organization social network analysis 
(see enclosure 3 for an explanation).  

 
I am hoping that you will agree that this proposed research is of benefit to the Government of B.C. 
in assessing the effectiveness of its workforce in collaborating and sharing knowledge using 
informal social networks and Gov2.0 technologies. This letter makes no direct resource request. 
The permission to use the Government Directory in a way that does not conform to the Terms of 
Use would be greatly appreciated, but does not carry any resource implications of note for the 
Government. And reactivation of my now-dormant Government email address would require a small 
action by the Government’s IT services and an insignificant use of computing resources.  
 
Clearly, however, the email network analysis component of the research cannot proceed without 
the support and assistance of the B.C. Government. While individual respondents will need to 
provide their explicit informed consent to be included in this component of the research, email 
network analysis cannot be undertaken without the cooperation of the Government’s IM/IT 
infrastructure and expertise. To accomplish this will require a small time investment by public 
servants and the allocation of some computing resources. I understand that this is not an 
insignificant use of public resources, but I believe that the benefits to the participants, the 
government, society and the state of knowledge justify these costs. 
 
This research is being undertaken under the guidance of my supervisory committee, and will be 
conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Board. In 
addition to the academic expectations and human research ethics requirements of the University, I 
appreciate that the Government of British Columbia has obvious interests in protecting access to its 
information and technology resources, as well as safeguarding the rights of its employees. In 
recognition of these responsibilities, I am prepared to observe the requirements of the Public 
Service Act and the Government’s additional workplace policies.17 I also understand the 
Government’s responsibilities under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and 
appreciate that any information provided to me in the course of the research that is subject to the 
Act must be protected in the same way by me. As a former public servant, I will have previously 
sworn an Oath of Employment in 2004; should that oath no longer be valid, I am prepared to affirm 
or sign a similar agreement should it be deemed necessary.  
 
Thank you for considering this request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
 
 
Encl:  1. proposed recruitment method. 
 2. organizational social network analysis using web-based questionnaires. 
 3. organizational social network analysis using email network analysis.  
 
 
cc:  Grant Main, Deputy Minister - Transportation and Infrastructure 
 Rod Dobell, Chair – Dissertation Supervisory Committee  

                                              
17

 For example, those listed at http://www.bcpublicserviceagency.gov.bc.ca/policy/index.htm.  
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Encl:  1. Proposed Recruitment Method 
 
The Terms of Use for the B.C. Government Directory (see http://dir.gov.bc.ca/gtds.cgi?terms) read 
in part: 
 

Program and employee listings in this directory are provided for the purpose of 
enabling communication with individual provincial government programs and 
employees. Directory information may only be used for communication related to 
government business. Persons violating the Terms of Use may be denied access to 
this directory and/or may have their communications blocked without notice… Incoming 
e-mails with large attachments or addressed to a large number of recipients may be 
blocked without notice. 

 
This research involves surveys of B.C. public servants involved in the policy formulation process at 
three levels of analysis: 

 Group 1 - Bottom-up perspective (as between individual policy analysts): the research 
objective is the determination of the effectiveness of policy analysts in locating knowledge 
sources and building collaboration networks both within and outside their formal work 
structure, and assessing whether their use of Gov2.0 technology is instrumental in those 
activities. The research activity will involve a web-based questionnaire to be completed by 
―policy analysts‖ in the B.C. public service involved in policy formulation processes.  

 Group 2 - Mid-level perspective (within formal policy unit groupings): the research is aimed 
at describing the conditions and workgroup characteristics that support the effective 
adoption of Gov2.0 technology in ―policy unit‖ settings. The research will focus on semi-
structured interviews with the members of five policy units selected from across the 
government.  

 Group 3 - Top-down perspective (through cross-government policy coordination efforts): the 
research objective is the development of an understanding of how Gov2.0 technologies can 
support efforts at knowledge-sharing and collaboration-building in horizontal governance 
exercises, taking the specific case of the Water Act Modernization (WAM) Process. 

 
Participant recruitment methods for these three groups are described below: 

Group 1: A database of ―public servants in the Government of the Province of British Columbia 
involved in policy formulation processes‖ will be created. The population of interest includes formal 
inside-of-government public servants with a direct connection to policy analysis and formulation 
processes in government and will have job titles containing terms such as ―policy analyst‖ and 
―policy advisor‖, ―economist‖, ―project manager‖, and ―information analyst‖, and - specific to policy 
units - ―manager‖, ―director‖, and ―executive director‖. This database will be developed using the 
publicly available government directory at http://dir.gov.bc.ca, a number of searches will be 
performed such as the following: 

From the database of names assembled through the government online directory, individual emails 
to the entire population will be sent inviting their participation in the research and providing a link to 
the web questionnaire.18 

                                              
18

 Also, pending approval, the opportunity to participate will be advertised through two channels: the B.C. 
Government Policy Community of Practice and the Government’s @Work employee intranet and Spark! 
Collaborative Online Social Networking tool. 

http://dir.gov.bc.ca/gtds.cgi?terms
http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
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Group 2: A database of candidate ―policy units‖ will be developed using the publicly available 
government directory at http://dir.gov.bc.ca; two search methods will be employed: 

 a number of searches will be performed such as the following: 

 a hierarchical search will be employed in which the relevant ―policy units‖ in each ministry 
and agency in the B.C. Government organizational structure is identified, for example: 

  

From this database of candidate ―policy units‖, using a simple random sampling procedure, units 
will be selected and the unit head contacted by email seeking their approval to have their policy unit 
join the study. This process will continue until five policy units heads have agreed to have their unit 
participate in the research. Individual members of these policy units will then be invited by email to 
participate in the individual interviews. 

Group 3: Working with the Water Stewardship Division of the B.C. Ministry of Environment (the 
lead agency responsible for the Water Act Modernization Process), a list of B.C. Government public 
servants directly involved with the process will be developed. Using this list of names, email 
addresses will be sourced from http://dir.gov.bc.ca. Participants will be selected using a simple 
random sampling procedure and the individual will be contacted by email seeking their agreement 
to participate in the study. This process will continue until 12 individuals have agreed to participate 
in the individual interviews. 

  

http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
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Encl:  2. organizational social network analysis using web-based questionnaires 
 
Social network data can be gathered using a variety of means including questionnaires, interviews, 
observations, archival records and experiments. The approach adopted here is to use a 
questionnaire supplemented by an email network analysis (which is a form of archival record). 
Email network analysis is described in the next enclosure. 
 
Sociometric questionnaires are the most common type of data collection method used, and are 
most useful when the actors are people and the relations that are being studied are ones that the 
respondent can report on. The social network questionnaire usually contains questions about the 
respondent's ties to other actors. For example, people can report on who they like, respect, or go to 
for advice.  
 
In its most basic form, a sociometric questionnaire might ask respondents to ―name up to five 
people in the Government of BC that you regularly work with on policy related issues‖ and against 
each of those names ―check all of the modes you use to communicate with each person‖. The 
figure below shows a simple mock-up of what a sociometric question might look like. 
 

 
 
With respect to the listing of names in the questionnaire, there are three different issues that must 
be addressed: 
 
1. Free vs. fixed choice: If respondents are told how many other actors to nominate on a 
questionnaire (for example, to name a specific number of colleague), then each person has a fixed 
number of ―choices‖ to make. This approach is called fixed choice, where each respondent is asked 
for a fixed maximum number of ties to other actors. For example, a respondent may be asked ―to 
whom do you most often turned for advice and information?‖ and three names may be requested. 
Taking this approach, each respondent is constrained in the number of ties they can mention. 
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Alternatively, if respondents are not given any constraints on how many nominations to make, the 
data are free choice. Even when respondents are presented with a fixed choice approach, they can 
rarely be required to enter the maximum number of names requested. In such cases, the approach 
is perhaps more accurately labelled bounded free choice. A web questionnaire does offer an 
alternative, however of a modified free choice: a sociometric question can present a fixed number of 
rows with an option for the user to add another row if the fixed choice rows are full.  
 
2. Ratings vs. complete rankings: In some network designs, actors are asked to rate or rank order 
all of the other actors in the set for each measured relation. Such measurements reflect the 
intensity of strength of ties. Ratings required each respondent to assign a value or reading to each 
tie. Complete rankings required each respondent to rank their ties to all other actors. Complete 
rankings are not feasible for sets with large numbers of actors. For ratings, the researcher can 
gather ratings from each respondent about their ties to other members on every relation. These 
ratings can be dichotomous (i.e. ties are either present or absent), or valued (respondents choose 
one of five possible categories for the strength of each tie). The result is called valued relations.  
 
3. Roster vs. free recall: Wasserman and Faust19 identify this choice as a key consideration in the 
construction of questionnaires designed to gather network data. For some network designs, the 
researcher does not present a complete list of the actors in the network to the respondent of the 
questionnaire. In such instances, it is common simply to ask respondents to ―name those people 
with whom you (fill in specific tie)‖ (p.46). Such a format, in which respondents generate the list of 
names, is called free recall. Rosters can only be used when the researcher knows the names of the 
relevant actors prior to data gathering. But free recall is not only used where the network 
membership is not known beforehand: they cite Rapoport and Horvath20 where the network 
membership was known before the study - in that case, all of the students in a school - but students 
were asked to list their best friends based on free recall, presumably because it would overwhelm 
the respondents to present them with a full network roster. 
 
Wasserman and Faust (1994) present the choice as a compromise: ideally, a roster would be used 
if it’s available, but should be used within reason. However, it seems that the era of the web-
questionnaire does not force us into such a choice in the setting where we do have a full network 
membership prior to deploying the survey. While I have found no examples of this approach having 
been used to date, I am proposing in this dissertation a hybrid where the respondent begins by 
entering the intended name as a free recall, but an autocomplete function built on the government’s 
employee directory (see http://dir.gov.bc.ca) provides the respondent with a limited contextual 
roster. For example, if the respondent were intending to enter ―John Shawinigan‖, then typing ―John 
S‖ would alphabetically list all rostered names with the given name John and a surname beginning 
with S. The respondent could select from the small roster of names conforming to those initial 
criteria. 

 
Figure: How an autocomplete roster/free-recall hybrid might operate. 

 
Using a pure roster system, even if presented in a drop-down menu format, would overwhelm the 
user who would have to scroll through numerous entries. Note that a drop-down menu only 

                                              
19

 Wasserman, S., and K. Faust. 1994. Social network analysis: Methods and applications. Cambridge Univ 
Press. 
20

 Rapaport, Anatol and William J. Horvath. 1961. "A Study of a Large Sociogram." Behavioral Science, Vol. 
6, no. 4, pp. 279-291. 
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responds to the most recent letter entered. For example, if all entries were presented in a drop-
down menu, and ―John S‖ were entered, the list would start with the first entry starting with ―S‖. 
Using a pure free recall system, on the other hand, would provide no cues to the respondent (who 
may be momentarily nonplussed in attempting to remember a colleague’s name) and would also be 
open to mis-spellings and confusion between people with identical names (e.g., ―John Scott‖ 
above). In the web environment, technological capacity and a bit of pre-planning introduce the 
possibility of a hybrid between free recall and roster approaches.  
 
In order to construct a server-side autocomplete feature in a text response box, a special 
sociometric web-based questionnaire would need to be constructed that links to the B.C. 
Government Online Directory LDAP (lightweight directory access protocol).  
 
In order to undertake this feature, and not abrogate the Terms of Use of the B.C. Government 
Directory, I am asking the B.C. Government for explicit permission to construct this 
sociometric web-based questionnaire and link to the directory database over LDAP.  
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Encl:  3. organizational social network analysis using email network analysis. 
 
A central focus of this research is on the contribution of organizational social networks to the policy 
formulation objectives of knowledge sharing and collaboration. Increasingly, in organizations of 
significant size, research and experience is finding that collaboration occurs through informal social 
networks as much as it conforms to the formal organization structures. Traditional approaches to 
the identification of informal networks have centred on data gathered through sociometric 
questionnaires, interviews, ethnography and other fieldwork. For a very large organization, these 
methods can be time and labour-intensive. One component of the proposed research seeks to 
supplement a questionnaire-based organizational social network analysis (in which respondent’s 
are asked to identify colleagues with whom they interact) with a network analysis based on email 
traffic in order to strengthen and validate the results drawn directly from research participant 
responses.  
 
Email network analysis, which in this proposed research focuses solely on anonymized sender and 
receiver data in an email archive (not on the subject line, content or other meta-data of that 
archive21), is an increasingly popular method for exploring social networks within an organization. 22 
To generate a social network from email records, a link is added between two employees if there 
are reciprocal emails between the two. The weight of the link would correspond to the volume of 
reciprocal emails. The analysis would then focus on an employee's centrality (a measure of their 
importance in a network) and centrality’s three sub-categories: degree centrality (how many 
employees are connected to that employee), eigenvector centrality (how important that employee is 
to others in the network) and betweenness centrality (the measure of how many employees are 
connected to other employees on the network through that employee). Anonymized data would be 
analyzed in the same way as the sociometric data collected through the web-based questionnaire. 
Results would be reported in tables and graphically, e.g., in cluster maps: 

 

                                              
21

 Some forms of email network analysis require categorization of emails based on subject line and email 
content, extending to efforts to mine meta-data including attachments. The approach proposed here is that 
the content, subject line and other meta-data do not appreciably increase the relevance of the analysis - if two 
policy analysis actors share a link, it is assumed to be related to their work as policy analysts. This approach 
is also advocated as it is the least intrusive method of analysis, and more intrusive means (e.g., analysing the 
content of emails) do not promise a justifiable increase in network accuracy. 
22

 Ducheneaut, N. and V. Bellotti; ―A Study of Email Work Processes in Three Organizations,‖ Journal of 
CSCW, 2002.; Wellman, B.; ―Computer Networks As Social Networks,‖ Science Vol. 293, No. 14, 2001.; 
Whittaker, S. and C. Sidner; ―Email Overload: Exploring Personal Information Management of Email‖, in Proc. 
of CHI ’96, pp. 276-283, 1996 
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Each respondent completing the web questionnaire will be explicitly asked if they consent to having 
their email data included in the email network analysis component. The respondent’s email address 
will not be included in this component of the research if they choose the ―Decline‖ option or if they 
do not choose either option. No listing of ―Decline‖ responses will be kept.  
 
In order to protect the integrity of the Government’s email data, I am proposing the following 
procedure: 

 a list of positive responses (i.e., those respondents who select “Accept”) will be 
forwarded to the Government’s IM/IT services;  

 in response, a list and count of @gov.bc.ca emails sent to those addresses and 
@gov.bc.ca emails received from those addresses over a specified period (e.g., a 
one-month period following the deployment of the web-questionnaire, or November 
2011) will be generated and transmitted to me.  

 No other data, including the content of the email messages, will be included.  

 I will then analyze this email data using social network analysis software and 
anonymized reports will be generated.  

 Characteristics of the organizational social network generated from the email network 
analysis will then be compared to the organizational social network constructed from 
the sociometric questionnaire data.  
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Attachment #3 – Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts 

Attachment #3 contains the text of the email that will be sent to the individual policy analysts identified (see 
section 2.e), encouraging their participation in the research and providing a link to the web questionnaire (see 
attachments #5, #6 and #11).  
 
 
From: Justin Longo Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca  
Date: date 
To: name@gov.bc.ca 
Subject: Web Questionnaire – Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Dear <name>: 
 
I am a doctoral candidate in public administration at the University of Victoria, and I am writing to 
invite you to participate in part of my dissertation research by completing a web-based questionnaire 
related to your experience with policy analysis and formulation in the B.C. Government and the 
impact of Gov2.0 on your work. More information on this research is available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-

1L. For each web questionnaire started, $10 (to a project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the 
Provincial Employees Community Services Fund (PECSF) by me as a personal donation (that is, this 
will not be paid for by a research grant). This $10 donation will be paid regardless of whether you 
complete the questionnaire or not. 
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research 
during working hours. The questionnaire will take approximately 30 minutes in total to complete. The 
questionnaire can be completed from any web-enabled device in any location, and need not be 
completed at one sitting (e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace desktop computer, resumed 
on an iPad and completed on a home notebook computer). All responses are protected with advanced 
computer security measures and your anonymity and confidentiality will be protected at all times. 
Additional safeguards are contained in the “Statement of Informed Consent” that precedes the 
questionnaire.  
 
To start the questionnaire, please click here >> 
If that link does not work, please copy and paste the following link into your browser: 
http://app.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/SurveyPop.aspx?query=view&SurveyID=75&SS=0ZJk1RORb  
 
The above links contains a unique access code that is specifically for your use only. If you know of a 
colleague who would like to take this survey, please don't forward this link - it won't work for them. If 
you know of someone who would like to participate, please have them contact me at jlongo@uvic.ca 
and I will send a new access code to them. These access codes are only used to permit access to the 
survey and to manage which access codes have not been used so a follow-up reminder can be sent if 
necessary. Please be assured that your access code is not linked to your response, and whether a 
specific access code has or has not been used will not be shared with anyone. 
 
If you have questions or concerns regarding the research project please contact my supervisor Dr. 
Rod Dobell, Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria, at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-
3151. This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human 
Research Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise 
any concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria at 250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca.  
 
Thanks for considering this request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
University of Victoria 
 
Email: jlongo@uvic.ca 
Telephone: 250-686-7288  

mailto:Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca
mailto:name@gov.bc.ca
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
http://app.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/SurveyPop.aspx?query=view&SurveyID=75&SS=0ZJk1RORb
http://app.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/SurveyPop.aspx?query=view&SurveyID=75&SS=0ZJk1RORb
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
mailto:rdobell@uvic.ca
mailto:ethics@uvic.ca
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
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Attachment #3a – Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts – based on response to 
Advertisement (see attachment #4) 

Responses to the advertisement (see attachment #4) will result in an expression of interest to participate 
(represented by an email to the researcher) which requires a slight variation in language to attachment #3  
 
From: Justin Longo Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca 
Date: date 
To: name@gov.bc.ca 
Subject: Web Questionnaire – Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Dear <name>: 
 
Thank you for contacting me and expressing an interest in participating in part of my dissertation 
research. As you may be aware, this research involves the completion of a web-based questionnaire 
related to the experience of B.C. public servants with policy analysis and formulation and the impact 
of Gov2.0 on your work. More information on this research is available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L. For 
each web questionnaire started, $10 (to a project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial 
Employees Community Services Fund (PECSF) by me as a personal donation (that is, this will not be 
paid for by a research grant). This $10 donation will be paid regardless of whether you complete the 
questionnaire or not. 
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research 
during working hours. The questionnaire will take approximately 30 minutes in total to complete. The 
questionnaire can be completed from any web-enabled device in any location, and need not be 
completed at one sitting (e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace desktop computer, resumed 
on an iPad and completed on a home notebook computer). All responses are protected with advanced 
computer security measures and your anonymity and confidentiality will be protected at all times. 
Additional safeguards are contained in the “Statement of Informed Consent” that precedes the 
questionnaire.  
 
To start the questionnaire, please click here >> 
If that link does not work, please copy and paste the following link into your browser: 
http://app.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/SurveyPop.aspx?query=view&SurveyID=75&SS=0ZJk1RORb  
 
The above links contains a unique access code that is specifically for your use only. If you know of a 
colleague who would like to take this survey, please don't forward this link - it won't work for them. If 
you know of someone who would like to participate, please have them contact me at jlongo@uvic.ca 
and I will send a new access code to them. These access codes are only used to permit access to the 
survey and to manage which access codes have not been used so a follow-up reminder can be sent if 
necessary. Please be assured that your access code is not linked to your response, and whether a 
specific access code has or has not been used will not be shared with anyone. 
 
If you have questions or concerns regarding the research project please contact my supervisor Dr. 
Rod Dobell, Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria, at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-
3151. This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human 
Research Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise 
any concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria at 250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca.  
 
Thanks for your interest in this work. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
University of Victoria 
 
Email: jlongo@uvic.ca 
Telephone: 250-686-7288  

mailto:Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca
mailto:name@gov.bc.ca
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
http://app.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/SurveyPop.aspx?query=view&SurveyID=75&SS=0ZJk1RORb
http://app.fluidsurveys.com/surveys/SurveyPop.aspx?query=view&SurveyID=75&SS=0ZJk1RORb
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
mailto:rdobell@uvic.ca
mailto:ethics@uvic.ca
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
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Attachment #4 –Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts – Posting 

Invitation to participate (Posting to Policy Community of Practice, @Work Employee Intranet, Spark! Collaborative 
Online Social Media Tool) 

 
 
The B.C. Government has endorsed research by a UVic doctoral candidate in public administration, 
Justin Longo, related to the experience of B.C. public servants with policy analysis and formulation 
and the impact of Gov2.0 on our work. More information on this research is available at 
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L. For each web questionnaire started, $10 (to a project maximum of $1000) will 
be donated to the Provincial Employees Community Services Fund (PECSF) by Justin Longo as a 
personal donation (that is, this will not be paid for by a research grant). This $10 donation will be paid 
regardless of whether you complete the questionnaire or not. 
 
The government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research by 
completing a 30 minute web-based questionnaire during working hours. The questionnaire can be 
completed from any web-enabled device in any location, and need not be completed at one sitting 
(e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace desktop computer, resumed on an iPad and completed 
on a home notebook computer). The web-questionnaire includes questions on public servant’s views 
on the policy process; collaborative technology use in the policy process; knowledge sharing and 
collaboration practices; organizational social networks; and demographic characteristics. 
 
If you are interested in completing this survey, send an email to jlongo@uvic.ca and he will send you 
a link to the on-line questionnaire.  
 
This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research 
Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any 
concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria at 250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca.  
  

http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
mailto:ethics@uvic.ca
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Attachment #5 –Individual Policy Analysts Web Questionnaire Informed Consent Script 

Informed consent script that will precede the individual web questionnaire participation for individual public 
servants to consent to their own participation. 
 

[department letterhead] Participant Consent Form 
 

Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Thank you for participating in this research being conducted by UVic doctoral candidate Justin 
Longo. . More information on this research is available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L. Please contact me 
at jlongo@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-686-7288 at any time if you have questions or concerns.  
 
As a graduate student, I am required to conduct research as part of the requirements for a PhD in 
public administration. This research is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Rod Dobell 
(Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria), Dr. Bart Cunningham (Professor, University of Victoria) 
and Dr. Melanie Tory (Associate Professor, University of Victoria). Dr. Dobell, as the Chair of the 
supervisory committee, can be contacted at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-3151. 
 
This research is being funded in part through the MITACS Inc. Accelerate Program under the “Web2.0 
+ Web3.0 Approaches to the Information / Decision Interface in Public Policy MITACS Accelerate 
Research Cluster” at the University of Victoria. Information on this project is available at 
http://www.whitehallpolicy.ca/mitacs  
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research 
during working hours. The questionnaire will take approximately 30 minutes in total to complete. The 
questionnaire can be completed from any web-enabled device in any location, and need not be 
completed at one sitting (e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace desktop computer, resumed 
on an iPad and completed on a home notebook computer). All responses are protected with advanced 
computer security measures and your confidentiality will be protected at all times. In order to 
continue with the questionnaire, the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria 
requires that you understand the terms of this consent form and answer the question at the bottom of 
this page.  
 
Purpose and Objectives 
This research addresses questions of how Web2.0 technology, applied internally in support of 
knowledge sharing and collaboration efforts in public sector settings (i.e., Gov2.0) is affecting the 
policy formulation process in the Government of the Province of British Columbia. The proposed 
research seeks to describe the contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy 
analysts, and assess how Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. This research is aimed 
at providing contextual understanding in order to provide guidance for future implementation of 
Web2.0 in internal public sector policy formulation processes (i.e., Gov2.0), and seeks to describe the 
contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy analysts and assess how 
Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. This research is designed to add to our 
understanding of how this new evolution of e–government is affecting a particular part of the 
governance environment – i.e., the policy formulation process - and how the practice of policy 
analysis is responding to this technology. 
 
Importance of this Research 
This research responds to three contemporary challenges in public administration: 

 As governments continually deal with budget constraints, innovative technologies will 
increasingly be presented as cost-effective ways to improve service delivery, engage citizens 
and make the business of government more efficient. Ensuring the effective use of these new 
technologies requires a better understanding of the setting in which these tools are intended 
to be used. 

 The Government of British Columbia, like other organizations and other settings, faces a 
looming demographic challenge with many long-time civil servants set to retire in the coming 
years. Various knowledge management (KM) systems in the past have attempted to capture 
tacit knowledge held by long-term employees for use across the organization and after a 
retiree departs. Gov2.0 (as described here) is an attempt to address the shortcomings of 

http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
http://www.whitehallpolicy.ca/mitacs
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previous KM systems and harness the power of Web2.0 platforms for capturing tacit 
knowledge and sharing knowledge across organizations. However, achieving this goal  is as 
much a human resource challenge as it is a technology challenge. 

 In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with organizational structures still 
rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this proposal views collaborative 
policy formulation as an important response to policy complexity. The question of how Gov2.0 
can contribute to collaboration, horizontality and joined-up government is central to this 
research. 

Participant Selection 
You are being asked to participate in this study because your public service position places you 
directly within the policy formulation process in Government of British Columbia. You were likely 
identified as someone of interest to this research by one of three means: 

 Using the publicly available government directory at http://dir.gov.bc.ca to identify individuals 
with job titles of interest; 

 A colleague of yours may have forwarded your name to me as someone of interest; 

 You may have contacted me directly having heard of the research opportunity through one of 
several channels.  

What’s Involved? 
If you agree to voluntarily participate in this research, your participation will include completing this 
web-based questionnaire related to the research questions of the project. The web-questionnaire 
includes questions in the following categories: views on the policy process; collaborative technology 
use in the policy process; knowledge sharing and collaboration practices; organizational social 
networks; and demographic characteristics. The estimated amount of time required to complete the 
questionnaire is 30 minutes. The questionnaire can be completed from any web-enabled device in any 
location, and need not be completed at one sitting (e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace 
desktop computer, resumed on a mobile device and completed on a home notebook computer). 
 
Inconvenience 
The only inconvenience to you from participating in this study is the time required to complete the 
questionnaire.  
 
Risks 
There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating in this research.  
 
Benefits 
The potential benefits of your participation in this research include  

 To you: by consciously reflecting on your professional activities in respect of policy 
formulation, you may develop greater awareness of the skills and methods relevant to your 
day-to-day activities. 

 To society: in being oriented toward the three contemporary challenges in public 
administration identified above, this research can benefit society by improving the efficiency 
of government and the effectiveness of policy. To the extent that the results are applicable 
beyond the public service, better use of collaborative web technology can have positive 
effects throughout society.  

 To state of knowledge: the research addresses emerging questions in the contribution of 
social networks and social capital to knowledge sharing and collaboration, the effectiveness 
of Web2.0 tools in supporting these knowledge management objectives, and the limits of 
computer technology in supporting human interaction.  

 
Voluntary Participation 
I want to stress that your participation in this research should be seen as completely voluntary. If you 
do decide to participate, you may withdraw at any time without any consequences or any explanation. 
If you do withdraw from the study your data will not be used. 
 
Anonymity 
In responding to this web questionnaire, please be aware that you will NOT be anonymous during the 
data collection phase. In order to conduct the organizational social network analysis that is central to 
this research, the identity of the respondent is crucial. The link that brought you to this questionnaire 

http://dir.gov.bc.ca/
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contained a key identifier which controls access to the survey, is used for managing automated 
reminders and compiling aggregate response statistics. Please be assured that whether a specific 
access code has or has not been used will not be shared with anyone. 
 
Confidentiality 
Although your responses will not be anonymous when collected, they will be anonymized for analysis 
and reporting purposes. Therefore your confidentiality will be protected. Confidentiality will be 
protected using the following procedures for ensuring the protection, access control and security of 
your data and personal information during: 

 recruitment: the study recruitment roster has been secured on a hosted cloud encrypted 
storage service at SecurusVault (http://securusvault.ca). The SecurusVault service uses 
private key / symmetric encryption meaning that no one else, including employees of 
SecurusVault, has the ability to access stored data. SecurusVault also uses end-to-end 256-bit 
AES Encryption with data transmitted over Secure Socket Layer (SSL – 2048 bit). 
SecurusVault servers are based in Switzerland (online backup digital vaults platform), or 
based in Canada (Canadian online backup in Canadian-located digital vaults), and neither 
country is subject to the jurisdiction of the USA PATRIOT Act. 

 data collection: the web questionnaire is powered by FluidSurveys, a Canadian registered 
service provider that uses Canada-located servers and stores all of its data in Canada using 
firewall and encryption technology to protect private information. FluidSurveys uses SSL (256 
bit) to encrypt communications between the respondent's browser and their server. 
FluidSurveys is not subject to the jurisdiction of the USA PATRIOT Act. The company’s 
Canadian customers include federal and provincial governments, and Canadian colleges and 
universities. 

o Study codes will be used to protect the respondents’ completed questionnaires. Each 
participant will be assigned a unique study ID prior to collecting data. This study ID 
will be connected to the access code that the respondent uses to connect to the web 
questionnaire, thereby doubling the confidentiality protection. The code book will be 
stored on the FluidSurveys until the completion of the web questionnaire phase, after 
which it will be transferred to the SecurusVault server. 

 reporting of findings: all data will be reported in aggregate form and no personally identifiable 
information or personal data reported at any time.   

 dissemination of data: given recent concerns raised about data de-anonymization, the data 
collected will not be disseminated. 

 after the study is completed (e.g., storage): after the completion of the research, all data 
(including questionnaire data held at FluidSurveys, which will be transferred using secure FTP 
over TLS) will be centralized and stored at SecurusVault which offers the strongest physical 

and electronic protection available to me. 

Dissemination of Results 
It is anticipated that the results of this study will be shared with others in the following ways: at 
scholarly meetings, in scholarly journals, in my dissertation and via my blog 
(http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com). 
 
Disposal of Data 
Data from this study will be stored at SecurusVault and will be secure-deleted after the results are 
published, or on December 31 2015, whichever comes first. 
 
Contacts 
Individuals that may be contacted regarding this study are: 

 Justin Longo, PhD Candidate - jlongo@uvic.ca phone: 250-686-7288.  

 Dr. Rod Dobell, Professor - rdobell@uvic.ca phone: 250-853-3151. 
 
This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research 
Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any 
concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria (250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca). 
 
In order to compensate you for undertaking this study, for each web questionnaire that is started, $10 
(to a project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial Employees Community Services 

http://securusvault.ca/
http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com/
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Fund (PECSF) by Justin Longo as a personal donation to the PECSF. Regardless of whether a 
participant completes the questionnaire, starting the questionnaire counts towards the total donation. 
That is, if you choose to withdraw from the study, that will not have an impact on this compensation. I 
also undertake to complete this donation before August 31 2012. The calculation of the final amount 
payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by my supervisor, Dr. Rod Dobell.  
 

By selecting the “Accept ” button below and clicking “Next”, you are confirming that you 
understand the above conditions of participation in this study and that you have had the opportunity 
to have your questions answered by me. 
 
Please select one of the following: 

I understand the above conditions of participation in this project and would 

like to proceed 
Accept  

I do not wish to continue as a participant Decline  
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Attachment #6 –Individual Policy Analysts Web Questionnaire Explicit Informed Consent Script re 
Email Network Analysis 

explicit informed consent of the individual when completing the web questionnaire in respect of the ―email 
network analysis‖ component of the research as a supplement to the web questionnaire.  

 
Thank you for completing the organizational social network component of this research. In addition 
to the sociometric questionnaire just completed, this research proposes complementing that data 
with a social network analysis based on email traffic in order to strengthen and validate the results 
drawn directly from research participant responses.  
 
Email network analysis, which in this proposed research focuses solely on anonymized sender and 
receiver data in an email archive (not on the subject line, content or other meta-data of that 
archive), is one method for exploring social networks within an organization. To generate a social 
network from email records, a link is added between two 
employees if there are reciprocal emails between the two. The 
weight of the link would correspond to the volume of reciprocal 
emails. Anonymized data would be analyzed and reported in the 
same way as the sociometric data collected through the web-
based questionnaire. Results would be reported in a network 
map similar to this: 
 
In order to undertake the email network analysis, your explicit 
consent is being requested. While the email data in question is 
controlled by the B.C. Government, I will not undertake this 
analysis without your explicit permission. If neither option is 
selected, the ―Decline‖ option is assumed.  
 
When you complete this section, here is what will happen:  

 a list of positive responses (i.e., those respondents who select ―Accept‖) will result in the 
generation of a list of email address. No ―Decline‖ list will be accumulated nor will decline 
selections be reported.  

 This ―Accept‖ list will be forwarded to the Government’s IM/IT services; in response, a list 
and count of @gov.bc.ca emails sent to those addresses and @gov.bc.ca emails received 
from those addresses over a specified period (e.g., a one-month period preceding the 
deployment of the web-questionnaire) will be generated and transmitted to me. No other 
data, including the content of the email messages, will be included.  

 This email data will then be analyzed using social network analysis software and 
anonymized reports will be generated. Characteristics of the organizational social network 
generated from the email network analysis will then be compared to the organizational 
social network constructed from the sociometric questionnaire data.  

 
Please select one of the following: 

Accept: I give my permission for my email address to be included in a list of 

email addresses to be forwarded to Shared Services B.C. in order that 

information related to my email address may be included in the email network 

analysis component of this research. 

 

Decline: I do not wish to have my email data included in this research. This 

choice will not be stored or reported.  
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Attachment #7– Email Invitation to Participate: Policy Units 

In the case of policy units, it will be the decision of that unit’s manager to consent to the research setting as 
well as the right of the individuals in that unit to consent to be interviewed. While these policy units have yet to 
be consulted, this attachment contains a draft email that will be sent to candidate policy unit managers when 
attempting to recruit policy units for the mid-level perspective. As noted in section I.3, above, I do not have 
any ―power-over‖ relationship with any of the potential research participants. However, while the unit head will 
be responsible for giving permission for the unit to participate in the research study (in response to this email), 
all individual members of the unit (including the unit head) will also need to consent to being included in the 
research (see attachment #12). While individual members are free to decline to participate in the research, 
there is the possibility that an individual member of a policy unit may feel some pressure to participate if their 
unit supervisor has agreed to support the unit’s participation in the research. I will want to be assured that unit 
supervisors do not exercise any such pressure and that individual members are free to exercise their 
individual rights to consent to participating in the research. In order to ensure this, the following steps have 
been taken: 

 The power-over relationship between the unit head and the unit’s members have been 
acknowledged in this attachment;  

 I have clearly stated in both this invitation and in the proposed subsequent invitation to 
individual policy unit members that there should be no feeling of inducement, pressure, 
obligation or coercion to participate. 

From: Justin Longo Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca 
Date: date 
To: name@gov.bc.ca 
Subject: Policy Unit Interviews - Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Dear <name>: 
 
I am a doctoral candidate in public administration at the University of Victoria, and I am writing to 
invite the participation of the <unit name> in part of my dissertation research. This component of my 
research will involve interviews with the members of five policy units from throughout the B.C. 
Government, centring on questions that relate to the experience of policy analysts and policy units 
with the policy formulation process in the B.C. Government and the impact of Gov2.0 on that work. 
More information on this research is available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L.  
 
Your policy unit has been randomly selected from among other similar organizational units across 
government. The B.C. Government has given permission for supervisors of “policy units” to agree to 
have their policy unit join the study, and further that members of those units be permitted to 
participate in the research during working hours. The research activity will focus on semi-structured 
interviews with the consenting members of participating policy units. The interviews will mostly 
follow a critical incidents technique (which you will find very similar to the B.C. Government’s use of 
behavioural event interviewing) and the questions will focus on knowledge sharing and collaboration 
practices, the impact of collaborative technology on policy unit interaction, the impact of 
organizational social networks on policy unit collaboration, and external influences on policy unit 
interaction. For interest, the questions to be addressed can be found here: http://wp.me/p15fGH-1T. 
 
The estimated amount of time required to participate in an interview is 30 minutes for each interview 
participant, and interviews will normally be conducted during working hours at the workplace of the 
respondent unless they choose otherwise. The confidentiality of all respondents and the data they 
provide will be protected. Additional safeguards are contained in a “Participant Consent Form” that 
will precede the interview and can be viewed at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1O. While you have the authority 
to give permission for the unit to participate in the research, all individual members of the unit 
(including yourself) will also need to consent to be interviewed.  
 
One issue I need to alert you to relates to a concept called “Power-Over” that arises in the context of 
the approval of this research by the University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Board. “Power-
over” is described as a situation where a researcher simultaneously occupies a role such as 
“therapist, caregiver, teacher, advisor, consultant, supervisor, student or employer and the like.” 
While I certainly do not occupy such a dual role with respect to you or the members of your policy 
unit, there is the possibility that, should you agree to have the policy unit join this study, the members 
of the policy unit may feel some obligation to participate. So in a sense, the “power-over” relationship 

mailto:Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca
mailto:name@gov.bc.ca
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1T
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1O
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between you and the members of the policy unit you are responsible for may be inadvertently 
transferred to me by virtue of your support for the research. In order to qualify as ethical research, 
participation must be voluntary. If the individual members of the policy unit do not feel entirely free to 
refuse to participate because you have supported the policy unit’s participation, there may be a 
second-hand “power-over” effect. In order to guard against the possibility of such an effect causing 
members of the policy unit to feel compelled to participate, I am proposing that your agreement to 
have your policy unit participate in this research includes your assurance that you will not exercise 
any pressure on individual members to consent to be interviewed.  
 
Should you agree to have your policy unit participate in the study, I would proceed by confirming with 
you the membership and contact information for all members. I would then contact them by email to 
invite their participation. In that invitation I would confirm the assurance above and that individuals 
are free to exercise their individual rights to consent to participate in the research and that there 
should be no feeling of inducement, pressure, obligation or coercion to participate. The draft of the 
email that I propose be sent to individual members can be found at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1R.  
 
In order to compensate you and your team members for partaking in this study, for each interview 
that is arranged, $10 (to a project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial Employees 
Community Services Fund (PECSF) by me as a personal donation to the PECSF. Regardless of 
whether a participant completes the interview, arranging an interview time counts towards the total 
donation. That is, if someone chooses to withdraw from the interview, that will not have an impact on 
this compensation. I also undertake to complete this donation before August 31 2012. The calculation 
of the final amount payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by my supervisor, Dr. Rod 
Dobell.  
 
I would be pleased to hear from you should you be interested in having your policy unit join this 
study, or if you have any questions. If you have questions or concerns regarding the research project 
you are also welcome to contact my supervisor Dr. Rod Dobell, Professor Emeritus, University of 
Victoria, at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-3151. This research is being conducted under the 
purview of the University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may 
verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any concerns you might have, by contacting the 
Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria at 250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca.  
 
Thanks for considering this request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
University of Victoria 
 
Email: jlongo@uvic.ca 
Telephone: 250-686-7288

http://wp.me/p15fGH-1R
mailto:rdobell@uvic.ca
mailto:ethics@uvic.ca
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
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Attachment #7a– Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Members of Policy Units 

To be sent to policy unit members after their unit head has agreed to the participation of the unit, seeking their 
consent to be interviewed (this is not informed consent - that is formalized in attachment 12 - but it does 
respond to the power over problem in application section I.3). As noted in section I.3, above, I do not have 
any ―power-over‖ relationship with any of the potential research participants. However, while the unit head will 
be responsible for giving permission for the unit to participate in the research study (in response to this email), 
all individual members of the unit (including the unit head) will also need to consent to being included in the 
research (see attachment #12). While individual members are free to decline to participate in the research, 
there is the possibility that an individual member of a policy unit may feel some pressure to participate if their 
unit supervisor has agreed to support the unit’s participation in the research. I will want to be assured that unit 
supervisors do not exercise any such pressure and that individual members are free to exercise their 
individual rights to consent to participating in the research. In order to ensure this, the following steps have 
been taken: 

 The power-over relationship between the unit head and the unit’s members have been 
acknowledged in this attachment;  

 I have clearly stated that there should be no feeling of inducement, pressure, obligation or 
coercion to participate. 

 
From: Justin Longo Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca 
Date: date 
To: name@gov.bc.ca 
CC: supervisors.name@gov.bc.ca 
Subject: Individual Interviews - Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Dear <name>:  
 
As I believe you are aware, the <title> of the <unit name>, <supervisor name>, has agreed to the 
participation of your policy unit in part of my dissertation research. I am a doctoral candidate in public 
administration at the University of Victoria and this component of my research will involve interviews 
with the members of five policy units from throughout the B.C. Government, centring on questions 
that relate to the experience of policy analysts and policy units with the policy formulation process in 
the B.C. Government and the impact of Gov2.0 on that work. More information on this research is 
available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L.  
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for supervisors of “policy units” to agree to have their 
policy unit join the study, and further that members of those units be permitted to participate in the 
research during working hours. The research activity will focus on semi-structured interviews with 
the consenting members of participating policy units. The interviews will mostly follow a critical 
incidents technique (which you will find very similar to the B.C. Government’s use of behavioural 
event interviewing) and the questions will focus on knowledge sharing and collaboration practices, 
the impact of collaborative technology on policy unit interaction, the impact of organizational social 
networks on policy unit collaboration, and external influences on policy unit interaction. The 
estimated amount of time required to participate in an interview is 30 minutes for each interview 
participant, and interviews will normally be conducted during working hours at your workplace unless 
you choose otherwise. The confidentiality of all respondents and the data you provide will be 
protected. Additional safeguards are contained in a “Statement of Informed Consent” that will 
precede the interview and can be viewed at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1O. While your unit supervisor has 
the authority to give permission for the unit to participate in the research, all individual members of 
the unit (including yourself) will also need to consent to be interviewed.  
 
One issue I need to alert you to relates to a concept called “Power-Over” that arises in the context of 
the approval of this research by the University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Board. “Power-
over” is described as a situation where a researcher simultaneously occupies a role such as 
“therapist, caregiver, teacher, advisor, consultant, supervisor, student or employer and the like.” 
While I certainly do not occupy such a dual role with respect to you or the members of your policy 
unit, there is the possibility that, since your unit supervisor has agreed to have the policy unit join 
this study, that the members of the policy unit may feel some obligation to participate.  
 

mailto:Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca
mailto:name@gov.bc.ca
mailto:supervisors.name@gov.bc.ca
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In order to qualify as ethical research, participation must be voluntary. If you do not feel entirely free 
to refuse to participate because your supervisor has supported the policy unit’s participation, there 
may be a second-hand “power-over” effect. In order to guard against the possibility of such an effect, 
I have asked for and received the assurance of <supervisor’s name> that <she / he> will not exercise 
any pressure on individual members to consent to be interviewed. I would also like to confirm that 
you are free to exercise your individual rights to consent to participate in the research and that there 
should be no feeling of inducement, pressure, obligation or coercion to participate.  
 
That being said, I welcome your participation in this research. If you think you would like to 
participate and set up a time for an interview, I ask that you select an available time from the following 
site http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4. After you find a convenient time and select “save” 
(you’ll have to scroll way to the right to do this), a pop-up window will again ask for your name (a 
feature which I’m unable to turn-off, unfortunately) and the location where you would like to meet (the 
site says “postal address”, but this should be the building address and room number or other 
location info).  
 
In order to compensate you for undertaking this study, for each interview that is arranged, $10 (to a 
project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial Employees Community Services Fund 
(PECSF) by me as a personal donation to the PECSF. Regardless of whether you complete the 
interview, just arranging an interview counts towards the total donation. That is, you are free to 
withdraw from the interview at any time and if you choose to withdraw from the interview, that will not 
have an impact on this compensation. I also undertake to complete this donation before August 31 
2012. The calculation of the final amount payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by 
my supervisor, Dr. Rod Dobell. 
 
You shouldn’t feel any need to prepare for this interview, but I wanted to make the interview questions 
available to you in advance – they can be found here: http://wp.me/p15fGH-1T. At the time selected for 
our interview, the interview will start with you being given two copies of the “Participant Consent 
Form” (this document can be viewed here: http://wp.me/p15fGH-1O). A condition of the approval I 
have received from the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria is that you sign 
both copies of this form: one copy will be left with you and I will keep the second copy.  
 
As an aid to my note-taking, I am proposing that I audio-record our interview. You are welcome to 
decline to have the interview recorded. But if you permit me to record the interview, the participant 
consent form contains a separate check box to confirm this. The participant consent form notes that I 
will secure-delete this audio file after I have used it to transcribe my notes.  
 
I would be pleased to hear from you should you have any questions. If you have questions or 
concerns regarding the research project you are also welcome to contact my supervisor Dr. Rod 
Dobell, Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria, at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-3151. 
This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research 
Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any 
concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria at 250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca.  
 
Thanks for considering this invitation to participate. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
University of Victoria 
 
Email: jlongo@uvic.ca 
Telephone: 250-686-7288  

http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1T
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Attachment #8– Email Invitation to Participate: Individual Policy Analysts involved in Water Act 
Modernization Process - For the top-down perspective involving a case study of the Water Act 

Modernization Process, this will involve the recruitment of individual policy analysts; contains the draft 
language to be used in recruiting participants in this component of the research. 
 
From: Justin Longo Justin.Longo@gov.bc.ca 
Date: date 
To: name@gov.bc.ca 
Subject: Water Act Modernization Process Case Study Interviews - Gov2.0 / Policy Formulation 
 
Dear <name>: 
I am a doctoral candidate in public administration at the University of Victoria and I am writing to 
invite you to participate in part of my dissertation research, which involves interviews with a random 
sample of B.C. public servants directly involved in the Water Act Modernization Process. This WAM 
case study is part of a larger research project looking at the impact of collaboration and Gov2.0 
interaction on the policy formulation process in B.C. More information on this research is available at 
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L.  
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research 
during working hours. The research activity will focus on semi-structured interviews that will mostly 
follow a critical incidents technique (which you will find very similar to the B.C. Government’s use of 
behavioural event interviewing) and the questions will focus on knowledge sharing and collaboration 
practices, the impact of collaborative technology on cross-government policy collaboration, the 
impact of organizational social networks on such collaboration, and external influences on the policy 
formulation process. For interest, the questions to be addressed can be found here: 
http://wp.me/p15fGH-1Z. The estimated amount of time required to participate in an interview is 30 
minutes, and interviews will normally be conducted during working hours at your workplace unless 
you prefer otherwise. The confidentiality of all responses and data you provide will be protected. 
Additional safeguards are contained in a “Participant Consent Form” that will precede the interview 
and can be viewed at http://wp.me/p15fGH-27.  
 
I welcome your participation in this research. If you think you would like to participate and set up a 
time for an interview, could I ask that you select an available time from the following site 
http://www.doodle.com/m6wdtf7xhhbyeab4? After you find a convenient time and select “save” (you’ll 
have to scroll way to the right to do this), a pop-up window will again ask for your name and the 
location where you would like to meet (the site says “postal address”, but this should be the building 
address and room number or other location info).  
 
In order to compensate you for undertaking this study, for each interview that is arranged, $10 (to a 
project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial Employees Community Services Fund 
(PECSF) by me as a personal donation to the PECSF. Regardless of whether you complete the 
interview, just arranging an interview counts towards the total donation. That is, you are free to 
withdraw from the interview at any time and if you choose to withdraw from the interview, that will not 
have an impact on this compensation. I also undertake to complete this donation before August 31 
2012. The calculation of the final amount payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by 
my supervisor, Dr. Rod Dobell. 
 
As an aid to my note-taking, I am proposing that I audio-record our interview. You are welcome to 
decline to have the interview recorded. But if you do permit me to record the interview, the participant 
consent form contains a separate check box to confirm this. The participant consent form notes that I 
will secure-delete this audio file after I have used it to transcribe my notes.  
 
I would be pleased to hear from you should you have any questions. If you have questions or 
concerns regarding the research project you are also welcome to contact my supervisor Dr. Rod 
Dobell, Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria, at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-3151. 
This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research 
Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any 
concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria at 250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca.  
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Thanks for considering this invitation to participate. 
 
Sincerely, 
Justin Longo 
PhD Candidate 
University of Victoria 
 
Email: jlongo@uvic.ca 
Telephone: 250-686-7288  

mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
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Attachment #9 - Draft interview questions Group 2 (mid-level perspective) 

 
The interviews will be the central data gathering mechanism for the ―mid-level‖ (policy unit) 
perspective. The research activity will focus on semi-structured interviews with individual members 
of participating policy units.  
 
The dependent variables, related to knowledge sharing and collaboration, are directly explored in 
section 2.  
 
The independent variables are explored in sections 

3. views on the impact of collaborative technology on policy unit interaction,  
4. views on the impact of organizational social networks on policy unit collaboration. A social 

network map of the organization will also be constructed from the SNA data collected. This 
will be compared to the formal organizational map as represented in the unit’s org chart, and  

5. views on external influences on policy unit interaction.  
 
Section 6 collects personal and demographic data (additional independent variables).  
 
Notes: 

 Five policy units will be selected for this part of the research 

 The estimate number of public servants to be involved is approximately 40.  

 The estimated amount of time required to participate in this component is 30 minutes for 
each interview participant.  

 Interviews will normally be conducted during working hours at the workplace of the 
respondent unless they choose otherwise.  

 The questions will be preceded by the Informed Consent statement to which the respondent 
will actively consent before continuing.  

 The Interview will be preceded by the review of the Statement of Informed Consent (which 
will have been sent to the respondent beforehand) and having them sign both copies (one 
copy will be left with them). 

 If they agree, the audio recording will begin (as an aid to note taking). 
 

Section 1: Introductory Questions 

 
1.  Can you tell me about your job as a “policy analyst”? How would you explain what you do 
to someone in a social setting? 
Follow-up probes:     
 Tell me about your typical work day (TIME MANAGEMENT BREAKDOWN ) 
 Typical day to day tasks  
 Your key functions 
 Most Time Consuming Activity  
 Most important Activities  
 
2. How do you see your work in the context of government and broader society?  
Follow-up probes:  
 Do you see your work as socially important?  
 Do you have an opportunity to influence government policy? 
 
3. Please mark the 5 competencies you feel are most important to being a successful policy 
analyst.  
____ Stakeholder engagement/management 
____ Client service orientation 
____ Human Resource Management 
____ Policy development and implementation 
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____ Strategic thinking 
____ Communications 
____ Leadership 
____ Negotiation skills 
____  Interpersonal skills 
____ Adaptability 
____ Ethical conduct and professionalism 
____ Teamwork  
 

Section 2: Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration 

4. Describe an example of a time when you worked with people in this policy unit to solve a 
policy problem 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was the knowledge in this policy unit sufficient for addressing the problem? 
 
5. Describe a time when you were faced with a new policy issue that you had no previous 
experience with. 
Follow-up probes:     
 how did you go about finding information? 
 
6. Describe a time when you had to collaborate with colleagues in other policy units to 
jointly solve an issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 

Section 3: Views on the impact of collaborative technology on policy unit interaction 

  
7. Describe a time when you used collaboration technology – like a wiki, Sharepoint or a 
blog – to work across government to jointly solve a policy issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 Was the technology useful in promoting collaboration? 
 

Section 4: Views on the impact of organizational social networks on policy collaboration 

 
8. Describe a time when you were able to make use of your own social network within this 
policy unit – your organizational social network - to work collaboratively to jointly solve a 
policy issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 Was the technology useful in promoting collaboration? 
 
9. Describe a time when you were able to make use of your own social network across 
government to work collaboratively to jointly solve a policy issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 Was the technology useful in promoting collaboration? 
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Sociometric questions: 

 
 

Section 5: Views on external influences on policy unit interaction 

 
10. Describe a time when the policy unit experienced a conflict between internal 
cohesiveness and external influences (e.g., external stakeholders or differing social 
networks leading to alternative perspectives on a policy problem). 
Follow-up probes:     
 How was this conflict resolved? 
 Were you pleased with the outcome? 
 Did technology play a role in the conflict or its resolution? 
 

Section 6: Personal and demographic data  

 Respondent’s Name  
 Age  
 Gender 
 Highest Education Level Attained: four or five point scale with descriptions for each category 
 Years in B.C. Public Service 
 Organizational Movement (number of times the respondent has been directly affected by a 

significant organizational change, e.g., ministry name change, unit moved to another 
ministry, unit broken up; free text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Career Movement (i.e., other than the previous question, number of horizontal moves the 
respondent has made of their own initiative; free text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Career Advancement (i.e., number of vertical upward moves; free text or drop-down menu - 
range: 0-5+) 

 Career Reversal (i.e., number of vertical downward moves; free text or drop-down menu - 
range: 0-5+) 

 Position disruption (i.e., number of times the respondent has been in a position in the B.C. 
public service and had their position terminated or had their responsibilities significantly 
reassigned) 

 Number of years at your current level  
 Employment status (permanent, term, temporary, other (e.g. student, governor in council 

appointment, minister's exempt staff) 
 Number of supervisors in the last 3 years (indirect question about organizational stability 

and trust) 
 Number of people you currently supervise  
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Attachment #10 - Draft interview questions Group 3 (top-down perspective) 

 
The interviews will be the central data gathering mechanism for the ―top-down‖ (policy issue – 
Water Act Modernization Process case study) perspective. The research activity will focus on semi-
structured interviews with individual policy analysts directly involved in the Water Act Modernization 
Process.  
 
The dependent variables, related to knowledge sharing and collaboration, are directly explored in 
section 2.  
 
The independent variables are explored in sections 

3. views on the impact of collaborative technology on cross-government policy collaboration,  
4. views on the impact of organizational social networks on such collaboration, and  
5. views on external influences on the policy formulation process.  

 
Section 6 collects personal and demographic data (additional independent variables).  
 
Notes: 

 The estimate number of public servants of relevance to this research is approximately 30, 
with a sample of 12 to be interviewed. 

 The estimated amount of time required to participate in this component is 30 minutes for 
each interview participant.  

 Interviews will normally be conducted during working hours at the workplace of the 
respondent unless they choose otherwise.  

 The questions will be preceded by the Informed Consent statement to which the respondent 
will actively consent before continuing.  

 The Interview will be preceded by the review of the Statement of Informed Consent (which 
will have been sent to the respondent beforehand) and having them sign both copies (one 
copy will be left with them). 

 If they agree, the audio recording will begin (as an aid to note taking).  
 
 

Section 1: Introductory Questions 

 
1.  Can you tell me about your job as a “policy analyst”? How would you explain what you do 
to someone in a social setting? 
Follow-up probes:     
 Tell me about your typical work day (TIME MANAGEMENT BREAKDOWN ) 
 Typical day to day tasks  
 Your key functions 
 Most Time Consuming Activity  
 Most important Activities  
 
2. How do you see your work in the context of government and broader society?  
Follow-up probes:  
 Do you see your work as socially important?  
 Do you have an opportunity to influence government policy? 
 
3. Please mark the 5 competencies you feel are most important to being a successful policy 
analyst.  
____ Stakeholder engagement/management 
____ Client service orientation 
____ Human Resource Management 
____ Policy development and implementation 
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____ Strategic thinking 
____ Communications 
____ Leadership 
____ Negotiation skills 
____  Interpersonal skills 
____ Adaptability 
____ Ethical conduct and professionalism 
____ Teamwork  
 

Section 2: Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration 

4. Describe an example of a time when you worked with people in government to solve a 
policy problem during the Water Act Modernization process. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Were the knowledge sources you connected with in government sufficient for addressing the 
problem? 
 
5. Describe a time during the Water Act Modernization process when you were faced with a 
new issue that you had no previous experience with. 
Follow-up probes:     
 how did you go about finding information? 
 
6. Describe a time when you had to collaborate with colleagues across government to jointly 
solve a Water Act Modernization process issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 

Section 3: Views on the impact of collaborative technology on cross-government policy 
collaboration 

 
7. Describe a time when you used collaboration technology – like a wiki, Sharepoint or a 
blog – to work across government to jointly solve a Water Act Modernization process issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 Was the technology useful in promoting collaboration? 
 

Section 4: Views on the impact of organizational social networks on cross-government 
policy collaboration 

 
8. Describe a time when you were able to make use of your own social network within your 
home policy unit – your organizational social network - to work collaboratively to jointly 
solve a Water Act Modernization process issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 Was the technology useful in promoting collaboration? 
 
9. Describe a time when you were able to make use of your own social network across 
government to work collaboratively to jointly solve a Water Act Modernization process issue. 
Follow-up probes:     
 Was this effort to collaborate successful? 
 Was the technology useful in promoting collaboration? 
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Sociometric questions: (Specific to Water Act Modernization process) 

 
 

Section 5: Views on external influences on the policy formulation process 

 
10. Describe a time when the policy unit experienced a conflict between internal 
cohesiveness and external influences (e.g., external stakeholders or differing social 
networks leading to alternative perspectives on a policy problem). 
Follow-up probes:     
 How was this conflict resolved? 
 Were you pleased with the outcome? 
 Did technology play a role in the conflict or its resolution? 
 

Section 6: Personal and demographic data  

 Respondent’s Name  
 Age  
 Gender 
 Highest Education Level Attained 
 Years in B.C. Public Service 
 Organizational Movement (number of times the respondent has been directly affected by a 

significant organizational change, e.g., ministry name change, unit moved to another 
ministry, unit broken up) 

 Career Movement (i.e., other than the previous question, number of horizontal moves the 
respondent has made of their own initiative) 

 Career Advancement (i.e., number of vertical upward moves) 
 Career Reversal (i.e., number of vertical downward moves) 
 Position disruption (i.e., number of times the respondent has been in a position in the B.C. 

public service and had their position terminated or had their responsibilities significantly 
reassigned) 

 Number of years at your current level  
 Employment status (permanent, term, temporary, other (e.g. student, governor in council 

appointment, minister's exempt staff) 
 Number of supervisors in the last 3 years (indirect question about organizational stability 

and trust) 
 Number of people you currently supervise  
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Attachment #11 – Web-based Questionnaire Group 1 (bottom-up perspective) 

 

Draft: A Survey of B.C. Government Policy Wonks  
This questionnaire will be the central data gathering mechanism for the ―bottom -up‖ (policy analyst) 
perspective.  
 
The dependent variables related to knowledge sharing and collaboration are directly measured in 
section 3. A social network map of the organization will be constructed from the SNA data collected 
(see section 3). This will be compared to the organizational network map constructed through email 
records, and the formal organizational map as represented in the government’s org charts.  
 
The independent variables of the policy process and computer use in policy formulation are 
explored in sections 1 and 2. Section 4 collects personal and demographic data (additional 
independent variables).  
 
Sections: 

1. views on the policy process;  
2. collaborative technology use in the policy process;  
3. knowledge sharing and collaboration practices; organizational social networks; and  
4. demographic characteristics.  

 
Notes: 

 The estimate number of public servants of relevance to this research is approximately 1000.  

 The estimated amount of time required to complete the questionnaire is 30 minutes. 

 The questionnaire can be completed from any web-enabled device in any location, and 
need not be completed at one sitting (e.g., the survey can be started on a workplace 
desktop computer, resumed on a mobile device and completed on a home notebook 
computer).  

 Deployment: Keep in mind that this will be a web-based questionnaire, which introduces 
some interesting features over traditional paper-based questionnaires. Some specific 
considerations are introduced below. 

 The questions will be preceded by the Informed Consent statement (see attachment #5 to 
which the respondent will actively consent before continuing.  

 

Sections / Questions Notes / Comments 

Section 1. Views on the Policy Process: example questions 

 ―An important part of my job involves policy analysis‖ (five point 
Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―I have an opportunity to influence decision-making through my 
work.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―I am able to contact individuals outside my department to 
access knowledge about policy problems.‖ (five point Likert: 
Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

- can explore additional questions of interest: 

 ―When investigated a new policy issue in which I have no 
experience, the first place I look for guidance is: immediate 
colleagues; departmental superiors; colleagues in other 
departments; individuals outside government; Internet sources; 
other published sources; other‖ 

- Independent variable and 
contextual information 
- Measures the 
respondent’s perspectives 
on the policy process. 
Largely attitude-based 
questions on how policy 
analysis and formulation is 
undertaken in government, 
and behavioural questions 
about how the respondent 
undertakes their work. 
Some knowledge-based 
questions about the policy 
process.  
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Sections / Questions Notes / Comments 

 ―I use Wikipedia as an initial source to learn about new issues.‖ 
(five point Likert: Always … Never) 

Section 2. Collaborative Technology Use in the Policy Process: 
- example questions 

 ―I have work experience in the government’s policy process 
prior to the widespread use of the Internet (i.e., 1992).‖ (yes/no) 

o If yes: ―The widespread use of Internet-connected 
computer technology has improved the quality of the 
policy process.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … 
strongly disagree) 

o ―The widespread use of Internet-connected computer 
technology has improved the timeliness of the policy 
process.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly 
disagree) 

 ―I could accomplish my work without access to the Internet.‖ 
(five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―Internet-connected computer technology is necessary for me to 
provide good policy advice.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … 
strongly disagree) 

 ―Internet-connected computer technology is useful for 
increasing the range of perspectives that influence the policy 
process.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

- Independent variable 
- Behaviour related to the 
respondent’s use of 
computer technology in 
their work, and 
respondent’s perspectives 
about technology. Largely 
factual/behavioural 
measures of which 
technologies the 
respondent uses and how 
much; attitude-based 
questions on technology 
use in the policy process. 
- questionnaire is getting 
long enough as it is, but I 
want to try to draw on 
previous questionnaires 
that explore the UTAUT 
(Unified Theory of 
Acceptance and Use of 
Technology) which are 
ways to explain the use of 
information systems in 
organizational settings. 
See list of candidate 
questions from the UTAUT 
which is a rigorously tested 
and validated scale. 
Another option is 
―Organizational Culture 
Theory‖, though Jung et al. 
(2009) are concerned that 
this field is still somewhat 
muddled.  

Section 3. Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration: 
+ social network questions: 

 name up to five people in the Government of B.C. that you 
regularly work with on policy related issues 

 Check all of the modes you use to communicate with each 
person:  

o face-to-face 
o telephone 
o email 
o collaborative document sharing (e.g., Sharepoint) 

- Dependent variables 
- Social network analysis 
questions and attitudes 
about knowledge sharing 
and collaboration in 
government. SNA 
questions will focus on the 
respondent’s ties to other 
actors within the 
government. 
- Issues (see link for 
discussion of these 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vqcRufPnrAhjIC_Ty6cLk_TMRiUNbyLypV3GnXw8Eo8/edit?hl=en&authkey=CJOshoEN#bookmark=id.eelnwv3e0xut
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vqcRufPnrAhjIC_Ty6cLk_TMRiUNbyLypV3GnXw8Eo8/edit?hl=en&authkey=CJOshoEN#bookmark=id.eelnwv3e0xut
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10AtgBHE-bfdMm25AoCbsCz9ECrxbGWtyMIbt3vh7iAM/edit?hl=en&authkey=CKfD5NkB
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10AtgBHE-bfdMm25AoCbsCz9ECrxbGWtyMIbt3vh7iAM/edit?hl=en&authkey=CKfD5NkB
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Sections / Questions Notes / Comments 

o telepresence 
o micro-blog (e.g., Twitter, Yammer) 
o social networking service (e.g., Facebook) 
o corporate communication tool (e.g., Spark) 
o other: 

 While it may be difficult to do so, please rank the list of 
communication modes you use in terms of its impact on your 
ability to collaborate with that person. 

 Thinking about trust, order the above list from 1 to 5, with 1 
being the strongest. 

 Thinking about influence over your work, order the above list 
from 1 to 5, with 1 being the strongest. 

 Thinking about friendship, order the above list from 1 to 5, with 
1 being the strongest. 

 Can you name two people in the Government of B.C. who you 
would consider somewhat removed from the main subject area 
of your work but who you have collaborated with in the last 
three months? 

 Check all of the modes you use to communicate with each 
person:  

o face-to-face 
o telephone 
o email 
o collaborative document sharing (e.g., Sharepoint) 
o telepresence 
o micro-blog (e.g., Twitter, Yammer) 
o social networking service (e.g., Facebook) 
o corporate communication tool (e.g., Spark) 
o other: 

 While it may be difficult to do so, please rank the list of 
communication modes you use in terms of its impact on your 
ability to collaborate with that person. 

 
- example questions 

 ―Sharing knowledge about policy problems is an important part 
of my work.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly 
disagree) 

 ―I am able to find information and knowledge on policy problems 
from across government.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … 
strongly disagree) 

 ―When working on a policy problem, I feel I have adequate 
knowledge of related initiatives from across government.‖ (five 
point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―The government’s computerised knowledge management 
systems (e.g., Sharepoint) are useful in helping me access 
information and knowledge related to policy problems.‖ (five 
point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―Collaborating with colleagues within my work unit is important 
for effective policy analysis.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … 

issues):  

 Roster vs. free 
recall 

 Free vs. fixed 
choice 

 Ratings vs. 
complete rankings 
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Sections / Questions Notes / Comments 

strongly disagree) 
 ―Collaborating with colleagues across my organization (e.g., the 

Ministry) is important for effective policy analysis.‖ (five point 
Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―Collaborating with colleagues across government is important 
for effective policy analysis.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … 
strongly disagree) 

 ―I am encouraged in my work environment to collaborate with 
colleagues in other Ministries.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree 
… strongly disagree) 

 ―My organization promotes a culture of collaboration.‖ (five point 
Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―My organization promotes the benefits of knowledge sharing 
across organizational units.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … 
strongly disagree) 

 ―My organization facilitates the sharing of knowledge across 
government.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly 
disagree) 

 ―I make a strong effort to collaborate with colleagues.‖ (five point 
Likert: Strongly agree … strongly disagree) 

 ―Colleagues in this Ministry are not open to collaboration and 
knowledge sharing.‖ (five point Likert: Strongly agree … strongly 
disagree) 

Section 4. Personal and demographic 

 Respondent’s Name (autocomplete, with organizational 
variables auto-filled; opportunity to correct) 

 Age (free text or drop-down menu - range: 18-65+) 
 Gender 
 Highest Education Level Attained: four or five point scale with 

descriptions for each category 
 Years in B.C. Public Service (free text or drop-down menu - 

range: 0-45+) 
 Organizational Movement (number of times the respondent has 

been directly affected by a significant organizational change, 
e.g., ministry name change, unit moved to another ministry, unit 
broken up; free text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Career Movement (i.e., other than the previous question, 
number of horizontal moves the respondent has made of their 
own initiative; free text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Career Advancement (i.e., number of vertical upward moves; 
free text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Career Reversal (i.e., number of vertical downward moves; free 
text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Position disruption (i.e., number of times the respondent has 
been in a position in the B.C. public service and had their 
position terminated or had their responsibilities significantly 
reassigned; free text or drop-down menu - range: 0-5+) 

 Number of years at your current level (i.e., free text or drop-

- most guides suggest 
leaving personal and 
demographic questions to 
the end (e.g., Bradburn et 
al.) 
- these questions build on 
numerous examples 
including the StatsCan 
Public Service Employee 
Survey (1999)  
- these are the easiest to 
cut if the questionnaire 
gets too long. 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/cgi-bin/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SurvId=4438&SurvVer=0&SDDS=4438&InstaId=16038&InstaVer=1&lang=en&db=imdb&adm=8&dis=2
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/cgi-bin/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SurvId=4438&SurvVer=0&SDDS=4438&InstaId=16038&InstaVer=1&lang=en&db=imdb&adm=8&dis=2
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/cgi-bin/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SurvId=4438&SurvVer=0&SDDS=4438&InstaId=16038&InstaVer=1&lang=en&db=imdb&adm=8&dis=2
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Sections / Questions Notes / Comments 

down menu - range: 0-20+) 
 Full-time / part-time (binary) 
 Employment status (permanent, term, temporary, other (e.g. 

student, governor in council appointment, minister's exempt 
staff) 

 Current annual salary (not sure I want to ask this; not sure 
there’s a benefit to having this data) 

 Number of supervisors in the last 3 years (indirect question 
about organizational stability and trust) 

 Number of people you currently supervise 
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Attachment #12 –Individual Policy Analysts Policy Unit Interviews Informed Consent Document 

To be presented before interview starts. For signature. Includes agreement to audio-record the interview.  
 

[department letterhead] Participant Consent Form 
 

Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Thank you for participating in this research being conducted by UVic doctoral candidate Justin 
Longo. . More information on this research is available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L. Please contact me 
at jlongo@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-686-7288 at any time if you have questions or concerns.  
 
As a graduate student, I am required to conduct research as part of the requirements for a PhD in 
public administration. This research is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Rod Dobell 
(Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria), Dr. Bart Cunningham (Professor, University of Victoria) 
and Dr. Melanie Tory (Associate Professor, University of Victoria). Dr. Dobell, as the Chair of the 
supervisory committee, can be contacted at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-3151. 
 
This research is being funded in part through the MITACS Inc. Accelerate Program under the “Web2.0 
+ Web3.0 Approaches to the Information / Decision Interface in Public Policy MITACS Accelerate 
Research Cluster” at the University of Victoria. Information on this project is available at 
http://www.whitehallpolicy.ca/mitacs  
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research 
during working hours. This interview will take approximately 30 minutes in total to complete.  
 
Purpose and Objectives 
This research addresses questions of how Web2.0 technology, applied internally in support of 
knowledge sharing and collaboration efforts in public sector settings (i.e., Gov2.0) is affecting the 
policy formulation process in the Government of the Province of British Columbia. The proposed 
research seeks to describe the contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy 
analysts, and assess how Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. This research is aimed 
at providing contextual understanding in order to provide guidance for future implementation of 
Web2.0 in internal public sector policy formulation processes (i.e., Gov2.0), and seeks to describe the 
contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy analysts and assess how 
Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. This research is designed to add to our 
understanding of how this new evolution of e–government is affecting a particular part of the 
governance environment – i.e., the policy formulation process - and how the practice of policy 
analysis is responding to this technology. 
 
Importance of this Research 
This research responds to three contemporary challenges in public administration: 

 As governments continually deal with budget constraints, innovative technologies will 
increasingly be presented as cost-effective ways to improve service delivery, engage citizens 
and make the business of government more efficient. Ensuring the effective use of these new 
technologies requires a better understanding of the setting in which these tools are intended 
to be used. 

 The Government of British Columbia, like other organizations and other settings, faces a 
looming demographic challenge with many long-time civil servants set to retire in the coming 
years. Various knowledge management (KM) systems in the past have attempted to capture 
tacit knowledge held by long-term employees for use across the organization and after a 
retiree departs. Gov2.0 (as described here) is an attempt to address the shortcomings of 
previous KM systems and harness the power of Web2.0 platforms for capturing tacit 
knowledge and sharing knowledge across organizations. However, achieving this goal  is as 
much a human resource challenge as it is a technology challenge. 

 In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with organizational structures still 
rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this proposal views collaborative 
policy formulation as an important response to policy complexity. The question of how Gov2.0 
can contribute to collaboration, horizontality and joined-up government is central to this 
research. 

http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
http://www.whitehallpolicy.ca/mitacs
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Participant Selection 
You have being invited to participate in this study because the <title> of the <unit name>, <supervisor 
name>, has agreed to the participation of your policy unit in part of my dissertation research. Despite 
<her / his> support for this research, you are the sole arbiter of whether you wish to participate in this 
research.  
 
As I noted to you in a previous communication, one issue I need to alert you to relates to a concept 
called “Power-Over” that arises in the context of the approval of this research by the University of 
Victoria Human Research Ethics Board. “Power-over” is described as a situation where a researcher 
simultaneously occupies a role such as “therapist, caregiver, teacher, advisor, consultant, 
supervisor, student or employer and the like.” While I do not occupy such a dual role with respect to 
you or other members of your policy unit, there is the possibility that, since your unit supervisor has 
agreed to have the policy unit join this study, that you may feel some obligation to participate.  
 
In order to qualify as ethical research, participation must be voluntary. If you do not feel entirely free 
to refuse to participate because your supervisor has supported the policy unit’s participation, there 
may be a second-hand “power-over” effect. In order to guard against the possibility of such an effect, 
I have asked for and received the assurance of <supervisor’s name> that <she / he> will not exercise 
any pressure on individual members to consent to be interviewed. At this point, I would also like to 
confirm that you are free to exercise your individual rights to consent to participate in the research 
and that there should be no feeling of inducement, pressure, obligation or coercion to participate.  
 
I would also like to take this opportunity to assure you: 

 you have the right to refuse to participate and can withdraw your information from the 
research at any time without consequences or penalty of any kind; 

 I am aware that you may feel pressure to agree to participate because the <title> of the <unit 
name>, <supervisor name>, has agreed to the participation of your policy unit in this research;  

 I have received the assurance of the <title> of the <unit name>, <supervisor name>, that your 
participation or non-participation will have no effect on outcomes (e.g., performance review) 
nor on your relationship with the <title> or your work setting; 

 there is no disadvantage in not consenting;  

 if you have concerns about their rights or treatment in connection with the research project, 
you can contact the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria (250-472-4545 
or ethics@uvic.ca). 

 
What’s Involved? 
If you agree to voluntarily participate in this research, your participation will include completing this 
interview related to the research questions of the project. The research activity will focus on semi-
structured interviews which mostly follow a critical incidents technique (which you will find very 
similar to the B.C. Government’s use of behavioural event interviewing) and the questions will focus 
on knowledge sharing and collaboration practices, the impact of collaborative technology on policy 
unit interaction, the impact of organizational social networks on policy unit collaboration, and 
external influences on policy unit interaction. DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION WILL ALSO BE 
COLLECTED INCLUDING AGE, GENDER, EDUCATION LEVEL, AND INFORMATION RELATED TO 
YOUR EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE WITH THE B.C. GOVERNMENT. The estimated amount of time 
required to complete the interview is 30 minutes. 
 

Number of people you currently supervise  
 
Inconvenience 
The only inconvenience to you from participating in this study is the time required to undertake the 
interview.  
 
Risks 
There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating in this research.  
 
Benefits 
The potential benefits of your participation in this research include  
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 To you: by consciously reflecting on your professional activities in respect of policy 
formulation, you may develop greater awareness of the skills and methods relevant to your 
day-to-day activities. 

 To society: in being oriented toward the three contemporary challenges in public 
administration identified above, this research can benefit society by improving the efficiency 
of government and the effectiveness of policy. To the extent that the results are applicable 
beyond the public service, better use of collaborative web technology can have positive 
effects throughout society.  

 To state of knowledge: the research addresses emerging questions in the contribution of 
social networks and social capital to knowledge sharing and collaboration, the effectiveness 
of Web2.0 tools in supporting these knowledge management objectives, and the limits of 
computer technology in supporting human interaction.  

 
Voluntary Participation 
I want to stress that your participation in this research should be seen as completely voluntary. If you 
do decide to participate, you may withdraw at any time without any consequences or any explanation. 
If you do withdraw from the study your data will not be used. 
 
Anonymity 
In responding to this web questionnaire, please be aware that you will NOT be anonymous during the 
data collection phase.  
 
Confidentiality 
Although your responses will not be anonymous when collected, they will be anonymized for analysis 
and reporting purposes. Therefore your confidentiality will be protected though there are limits to this 
protection. The procedures for recruiting or selecting participants may compromise the 
confidentiality of participants: while the identity of each of the policy units will remain confidential, 
your participation in the research may be known to other members of the policy unit. And given the 
small number of members in this policy unit, the ability to ensure your confidentiality amongst your 
colleagues is limited. Confidentiality will be protected using the following procedures for ensuring the 
protection, access control and security of your data and personal information during: 

 recruitment: email messages inviting candidates to participate have been sent directly to 
policy unit members. 

 data collection:  
o handwritten notes captured during the interviews will be kept secure in my possession 

until used in transcribing the interview record, after which they will be shredded. 
o Typewritten notes captured during the interviews will be stored on a notebook 

computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. Within one day of the interview, 
these notes will be transferred to a hosted cloud encrypted storage service at 
SecurusVault http://securusvault.ca. The SecurusVault service uses private key / 
symmetric encryption meaning that no one else, including employees of SecurusVault, 
has the ability to access stored data. SecurusVault also uses end-to-end 256-bit AES 
Encryption with data transmitted over Secure Socket Layer (SSL – 2048 bit). 
SecurusVault servers are based in Switzerland (online backup digital vaults platform), 
or based in Canada (Canadian online backup in Canadian-located digital vaults), and 
neither country is subject to the jurisdiction of the USA PATRIOT Act.) This will serve 
as the basis for transcribing the interview record.  

o The audio recordings (if consented to) captured during the interviews will be stored as 
mp3 files on a notebook computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. These 
recordings will used in transcribing the interview record, after which they will be 
secure-deleted.  

o Study codes will be used to protect the respondents’ interview recordings. Each 
participant will be assigned a unique study ID. The code book will be stored on the 
SecurusVault server. 

 reporting of findings: all data will be reported in aggregate form and no personally identifiable 
information or personal data reported at any time. Direct quotes, where used, will be 
anonymized and only used where the content cannot be used to identify the respondent. 

 dissemination of data: given recent concerns raised about data de-anonymization, the data 
collected will not be disseminated. 
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 after the study is completed (e.g., storage): after the completion of the research, all interview 
data will be centralized and stored at SecurusVault which offers the strongest physical and 

electronic protection available to me. 

Dissemination of Results 
It is anticipated that the results of this study will be shared with others in the following ways: at 
scholarly meetings, in scholarly journals, in my dissertation and via my blog 
(http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com). 
 
Disposal of Data 
Data from this study will be stored at SecurusVault and will be secure-deleted after the results are 
published, or on December 31 2015, whichever comes first. 
 
Contacts 
Individuals that may be contacted regarding this study are: 

 Justin Longo, PhD Candidate - jlongo@uvic.ca phone: 250-686-7288.  

 Dr. Rod Dobell, Professor - rdobell@uvic.ca phone: 250-853-3151. 
 
This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research 
Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any 
concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria (250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca). 
 
In order to compensate you for undertaking this study, for each interview that is arranged, $10 (to a 
project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial Employees Community Services Fund 
(PECSF) by me as a personal donation to the PECSF. Regardless of whether you complete the 
interview, just arranging an interview counts towards the total donation. That is, you are free to 
withdraw from the interview at any time and if you choose to withdraw from the interview, that will not 
have an impact on this compensation. I also undertake to complete this donation before August 31 
2012. The calculation of the final amount payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by 
my supervisor, Dr. Rod Dobell. 
 
Recording 

As an aid to my note-taking, I am proposing that I audio-record our interview. You are welcome to 
decline to have the interview recorded. But if you permit me to record the interview, the participant 
consent form contains a separate check box to confirm this. The audio recordings (if consented to) 
captured during the interviews will be stored as mp3 files on a notebook computer and encrypted 
using 128-bit AES encryption. These recordings will used in transcribing the interview record, after 
which they will be secure-deleted. 

This participant consent form contains a separate check box in which you are given the option of 

declining to have the interview audio-recorded. By selecting the “Accept ” button below, you are 

confirming that you permit me to audio-record this interview. If you select “Decline ”, I will not 
record the interview. 

 
Please select one of the following: 

I agree to permit the audio-recording of this interview for the purpose 

described. 
Accept  

I do not wish to have this interview audio-recorded. Decline  

 
Consent 

You will be given two copies of the “Participant Consent Form”. A condition of the approval I have 
received from the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria is that you sign both 
copies of this form: one copy will be left with you and I will keep the second copy.  

http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com/
mailto:ethics@uvic.ca
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Your signature below indicates that you understand the above conditions of participation in this 
study and that you have had the opportunity to have your questions answered by the researcher.  

   

Name of Participant Signature Date  

One copy of this consent will be left with you, and one copy will be taken by the researcher. 
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Attachment #13 –Individual Policy Analysts Case Study Interviews Informed Consent Document 

To be presented before interview starts. For signature. Includes agreement to audio-record the interview.  
 

[department letterhead] Participant Consent Form 
 

Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process 
 
Thank you for participating in this research being conducted by UVic doctoral candidate Justin 
Longo. . More information on this research is available at http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L. Please contact me 
at jlongo@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-686-7288 at any time if you have questions or concerns.  
 
As a graduate student, I am required to conduct research as part of the requirements for a PhD in 
public administration. This research is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Rod Dobell 
(Professor Emeritus, University of Victoria), Dr. Bart Cunningham (Professor, University of Victoria) 
and Dr. Melanie Tory (Associate Professor, University of Victoria). Dr. Dobell, as the Chair of the 
supervisory committee, can be contacted at rdobell@uvic.ca or by phone at 250-853-3151. 
 
This research is being funded in part through the MITACS Inc. Accelerate Program under the “Web2.0 
+ Web3.0 Approaches to the Information / Decision Interface in Public Policy MITACS Accelerate 
Research Cluster” at the University of Victoria. Information on this project is available at 
http://www.whitehallpolicy.ca/mitacs  
 
The B.C. Government has given permission for B.C. public servants to participate in this research 
during working hours. This interview will take approximately 30 minutes in total to complete.  
 
Purpose and Objectives 
This research addresses questions of how Web2.0 technology, applied internally in support of 
knowledge sharing and collaboration efforts in public sector settings (i.e., Gov2.0) is affecting the 
policy formulation process in the Government of the Province of British Columbia. The proposed 
research seeks to describe the contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy 
analysts, and assess how Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. This research is aimed 
at providing contextual understanding in order to provide guidance for future implementation of 
Web2.0 in internal public sector policy formulation processes (i.e., Gov2.0), and seeks to describe the 
contemporary policy formulation environment and activities of policy analysts and assess how 
Gov2.0 is affecting that environment and activities. This research is designed to add to our 
understanding of how this new evolution of e–government is affecting a particular part of the 
governance environment – i.e., the policy formulation process - and how the practice of policy 
analysis is responding to this technology. This specific interview is part of a case study of the Water 
Act Modernization Process. 
 
Importance of this Research 
This research responds to three contemporary challenges in public administration: 

 As governments continually deal with budget constraints, innovative technologies will 
increasingly be presented as cost-effective ways to improve service delivery, engage citizens 
and make the business of government more efficient. Ensuring the effective use of these new 
technologies requires a better understanding of the setting in which these tools are intended 
to be used. 

 The Government of British Columbia, like other organizations and other settings, faces a 
looming demographic challenge with many long-time civil servants set to retire in the coming 
years. Various knowledge management (KM) systems in the past have attempted to capture 
tacit knowledge held by long-term employees for use across the organization and after a 
retiree departs. Gov2.0 (as described here) is an attempt to address the shortcomings of 
previous KM systems and harness the power of Web2.0 platforms for capturing tacit 
knowledge and sharing knowledge across organizations. However, achieving this goal  is as 
much a human resource challenge as it is a technology challenge. 

 In an era of increasingly complex governance challenges, with organizational structures still 
rooted in public administration traditions over a century old, this proposal views collaborative 
policy formulation as an important response to policy complexity. The question of how Gov2.0 

http://wp.me/p15fGH-1L
mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca
http://www.whitehallpolicy.ca/mitacs
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can contribute to collaboration, horizontality and joined-up government is central to this 
research. 

Participant Selection 
You have being invited to participate in this study because of your direct involvement in the Water Act 
Modernization Process. 
 
What’s Involved? 
If you agree to voluntarily participate in this research, your participation will include completing this 
interview related to the research questions of the project. The research activity will focus on semi-
structured interviews which mostly follow a critical incidents technique (which you will find very 
similar to the B.C. Government’s use of behavioural event interviewing) and the questions will focus 
on knowledge sharing and collaboration practices, the impact of collaborative technology on cross-
government policy collaboration, the impact of organizational social networks on such collaboration, 
and external influences on the policy formulation process. DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION WILL 
ALSO BE COLLECTED INCLUDING AGE, GENDER, EDUCATION LEVEL, AND INFORMATION 
RELATED TO YOUR EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE WITH THE B.C. GOVERNMENT. The estimated 
amount of time required to complete the interview is 30 minutes.  
 
Inconvenience 
The only inconvenience to you from participating in this study is the time required to undertake the 
interview.  
 
Risks 
There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating in this research.  
 
Benefits 
The potential benefits of your participation in this research include  

 To you: by consciously reflecting on your professional activities in respect of policy 
formulation, you may develop greater awareness of the skills and methods relevant to your 
day-to-day activities. 

 To society: in being oriented toward the three contemporary challenges in public 
administration identified above, this research can benefit society by improving the efficiency 
of government and the effectiveness of policy. To the extent that the results are applicable 
beyond the public service, better use of collaborative web technology can have positive 
effects throughout society.  

 To state of knowledge: the research addresses emerging questions in the contribution of 
social networks and social capital to knowledge sharing and collaboration, the effectiveness 
of Web2.0 tools in supporting these knowledge management objectives, and the limits of 
computer technology in supporting human interaction.  

 
Voluntary Participation 
I want to stress that your participation in this research should be seen as completely voluntary. If you 
do decide to participate, you may withdraw at any time without any consequences or any explanation. 
If you do withdraw from the study your data will not be used. 
 
Anonymity 
In responding to this web questionnaire, please be aware that you will NOT be anonymous during the 
data collection phase.  
 
Confidentiality 
Although your responses will not be anonymous when collected, they will be anonymized for analysis 
and reporting purposes. Therefore your confidentiality will be protected though there are limits to this 
protection. The nature or size of the sample from which participants are drawn makes it possible to 
identify individual participants: while the identity of each of the policy analysts involved in the 
research will remain confidential, the small number of policy analysts involved in the Water Act 
Modernization Process means that the ability to ensure the confidentiality of the participants is 
limited. Confidentiality will be protected using the following procedures for ensuring the protection, 
access control and security of your data and personal information during: 
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 recruitment: email messages inviting candidates to participate have been sent directly to 
individuals associated with the WAM Process. 

 data collection:  
o handwritten notes captured during the interviews will be kept secure in my possession 

until used in transcribing the interview record, after which they will be shredded. 
o Typewritten notes captured during the interviews will be stored on a notebook 

computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. Within one day of the interview, 
these notes will be transferred to a hosted cloud encrypted storage service at 
SecurusVault http://securusvault.ca. The SecurusVault service uses private key / 
symmetric encryption meaning that no one else, including employees of SecurusVault, 
has the ability to access stored data. SecurusVault also uses end-to-end 256-bit AES 
Encryption with data transmitted over Secure Socket Layer (SSL – 2048 bit). 
SecurusVault servers are based in Switzerland (online backup digital vaults platform), 
or based in Canada (Canadian online backup in Canadian-located digital vaults), and 
neither country is subject to the jurisdiction of the USA PATRIOT Act.) This will serve 
as the basis for transcribing the interview record.  

o The audio recordings (if consented to) captured during the interviews will be stored as 
mp3 files on a notebook computer and encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. These 
recordings will used in transcribing the interview record, after which they will be 
secure-deleted.  

o Study codes will be used to protect the respondents’ interview recordings. Each 
participant will be assigned a unique study ID. The code book will be stored on the 
SecurusVault server. 

 reporting of findings: all data will be reported in aggregate form and no personally identifiable 
information or personal data reported at any time. Direct quotes, where used, will be 
anonymized and only used where the content cannot be used to identify the respondent. 

 dissemination of data: given recent concerns raised about data de-anonymization, the data 
collected will not be disseminated. 

 after the study is completed (e.g., storage): after the completion of the research, all interview 
data will be centralized and stored at SecurusVault which offers the strongest physical and 

electronic protection available to me. 

Dissemination of Results 
It is anticipated that the results of this study will be shared with others in the following ways: at 
scholarly meetings, in scholarly journals, in my dissertation and via my blog 
(http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com). 
 
Disposal of Data 
Data from this study will be stored at SecurusVault and will be secure-deleted after the results are 
published, or on December 31 2015, whichever comes first. 
 
Contacts 
Individuals that may be contacted regarding this study are: 

 Justin Longo, PhD Candidate - jlongo@uvic.ca phone: 250-686-7288.  

 Dr. Rod Dobell, Professor - rdobell@uvic.ca phone: 250-853-3151. 
 
This research is being conducted under the purview of the University of Victoria Human Research 
Ethics Board, Protocol #####-###. You may verify the ethical approval of this study, or raise any 
concerns you might have, by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of 
Victoria (250-472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca). 
 
In order to compensate you for undertaking this study, for each interview that is arranged, $10 (to a 
project maximum of $1000) will be donated to the Provincial Employees Community Services Fund 
(PECSF) by me as a personal donation to the PECSF. Regardless of whether you complete the 
interview, just arranging an interview counts towards the total donation. That is, you are free to 
withdraw from the interview at any time and if you choose to withdraw from the interview, that will not 
have an impact on this compensation. I also undertake to complete this donation before August 31 
2012. The calculation of the final amount payable to the PECSF, and its payment, will be audited by 
my supervisor, Dr. Rod Dobell. 
 

http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com/
mailto:ethics@uvic.ca
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Recording 

As an aid to my note-taking, I am proposing that I audio-record our interview. You are welcome to 
decline to have the interview recorded. But if you permit me to record the interview, the participant 
consent form contains a separate check box to confirm this. The audio recordings (if consented to) 
captured during the interviews will be stored as mp3 files on a notebook computer and encrypted 
using 128-bit AES encryption. These recordings will used in transcribing the interview record, after 
which they will be secure-deleted. 

This participant consent form contains a separate check box in which you are given the option of 

declining to have the interview audio-recorded. By selecting the “Accept ” button below, you are 

confirming that you permit me to audio-record this interview. If you select “Decline ”, I will not 
record the interview. 

Please select one of the following: 

I agree to permit the audio-recording of this interview for the purpose 

described. 
Accept  

I do not wish to have this interview audio-recorded. Decline  

 
Consent 

You will be given two copies of the “Participant Consent Form”. A condition of the approval I have 
received from the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Victoria is that you sign both 
copies of this form: one copy will be left with you and I will keep the second copy.  

Your signature below indicates that you understand the above conditions of participation in this 
study and that you have had the opportunity to have your questions answered by the researcher.  

   

Name of Participant Signature Date  

One copy of this consent will be left with you, and one copy will be taken by the researcher. 
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Justin Longo <ebriefings@gmail.com>

RE: Notice of Ethical Review - LONGO (request)
1 message

Kenna Miskelly <hre@uvic.ca> 24 June 2011 13:57
To: Justin Longo <jlongo@uvic.ca>

Dear Justin,

Thank you for your revisions. 

 

Regarding the “email network analysis”: you state that you are seeking "a list and count of @gov.bc.ca emails
sent to those addresses and @gov.bc.ca emails received from those addresses". Please explain what "list and
count" means (i.e., what the data will look like), is it simply: 234 messages sent from this account to
@gov.bc.ca addresses, 321 messages received by this account from @gov.bc.ca addresses, etc.?

Regarding “Other Approvals and Consultations”: please confirm that you will forward a copy of the final signed
corporate approval once you have received it.  This will then be added to your file.  Note that ethics approval will
not be conditional on receiving this document and the document can be forwarded after ethics approval is
received.

 

You can respond directly to this email regarding these question.

Sincerely,

Kenna

 

Kenna Miskelly, BSc, MA

 

Human Research Ethics Facilitator |  Office of Research Services | University of Victoria | 

Room B233, Administrative Services Building|3800 Finnerty Road

PO Box 1700 STN CSC| Victoria,BC|  V8W 2Y2 Canada

 

(250) 472-5555 | Fax (250) 721-8960 | Email hre@uvic.ca | Web www.research.uvic.ca

 

We are in the Administrative Services Building on Ring Road

http://www.uvic.ca/buildings/ssb.html

 

 

Our new Research website has launched! Our forms and guidelines are now located on our new site at:



http://www.uvic.ca/research/conduct/regapproval/humanethics/ (Netlink login required). You can also find
us through the main Research website - after you log in to 'Conduct your Research', we are under the
'Regulatory approval' tab on the left of the page.

 

 

From: Justin Longo [mailto:jlongo@uvic.ca] 
Sent: June-22-11 4:18 PM
To: Human Research Ethics Review
Cc: Rod Dobell; Judy Selina
Subject: Re: Notice of Ethical Review - LONGO

 

Dear Jeta: 

Thank you for your recent email. In response, I am providing the following:

First: Interview Questions and Email Analysis
In the draft interview questions for Groups 2 and 3 (Attachments 9 and 10) you ask participants to name 5 people
that the participants work with and check the modes of communication that they use for each person.  Please
comment on whether the people named by the participant will have consented to this use of their information or
not. That is, are the people that the participants will name, also participants in this study? If not, it is unclear why
it is necessary to collect the names of these individuals without their consent.  If consent will not be sought,
please revise these forms in light of this concern or comment in section J.4b as to why it is necessary to collect
the names of these third parties. Similarly, if email addresses of persons who have not consented to participate
in the study are being collected, please comment on why this is necessary.

Response:
I have broken down this paragraph into its constituent parts in order to clearly address each point raised.

Please comment on whether the people named by the participant will have consented to this use of their
information or not.

It is not possible to know, a priori, who a participant might name as a network connection when asked to
do so through free recall (n.b.: at pp 40-42 of the application, I discuss the issue of using a roster vs. a
free recall approach in the construction of the sociometric questionnaire and interview questions designed
to gather network data; for some network designs, the researcher does not present a complete list of the
actors in the network to the respondent of the questionnaire - in such instances, it is common simply to
ask respondents to “name those people with whom you (fill in specific tie)” (Wasserman, S., and K. Faust.
1994. Social network analysis: Methods and applications. Cambridge Univ Press, p.46). Such a format, in
which respondents generate the list of names, is called free recall. Rosters can only be used when the
researcher knows the names of the relevant actors prior to data gathering, but a full network roster might
not be used when the size of the roster would overwhelm the respondent - see, e.g., Rapaport, Anatol and
William J. Horvath. 1961. "A Study of a Large Sociogram." Behavioral Science, Vol. 6, no. 4, pp. 279-
291). So it is not possible to have all persons who might be named through sociometric research to
consent to this.

That is, are the people that the participants will name, also participants in this study?

It is possible, even likely, that the people that the participants will name are also participants in this study
(e.g., within a highly cohesive policy unit, it is possible that asking a respondent to “name up to five
people in the Government of BC that you regularly work with on policy related issues” would overlap with
the other participants in a policy unit study group (i.e., a Group 2 policy unit), but that is not necessarily
true.

If not, it is unclear why it is necessary to collect the names of these individuals without their consent. 



Social network data can be gathered using a variety of means including questionnaires, interviews,
observations, archival records and experiments. The approach adopted for Group 2 and Group 3 uses
interviews. A social network interview usually contains questions about the respondent's ties to other
actors. For example, people can report on who they like, respect, or go to for advice. In its most basic
form, a sociometric interview question might ask respondents to “name up to five people in the
Government of BC that you regularly work with on policy related issues” and against each of those names
“check all of the modes you use to communicate with each person”. In order to understand why it is not
possible to obtain the consent of every person who might be named, the issue of using a roster vs. free
recall must be confronted. Rosters can only be used when the researcher knows the names of the
relevant actors prior to data gathering. Since that is not possible in this case - i.e., the structure of the
network cannot be constrained by some a priori conceptualization of who the relevant actors are - the
sociometric data collection is based on free recall. And since the respondents will be permitted to name
network connections using free recall, it is not possible to have all persons who might be named through
sociometric research to consent to this. 
Social network analysis presents an interesting challenge since participation is not confined to the primary
participants; rather, social network analysis relies upon the identification of named contacts provided by
respondents through sociometric data collection. While this provides valuable data for analysis of who
relates to whom, it can be argued that the named contacts become unwitting participants in the research
who have not been given the opportunity to consent. At root is the question of the ownership of responses
to sociometric surveys. Borgatti and Molina (see Borgatti, S. & Molina, J. L. (2003). Ethical and strategic
issues in organisational Social Network Analysis. The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 39, 337-349)
argue that information about secondary sources is simply the primary respondent’s perception of a
relationship. And Klovdahl (see Klovdahl, A. S. (2005). Social network research and human subjects
protection: Towards more effective infectious disease control. Social Networks, 27, 119-137) argues that
named contacts who do not consent to participate themselves in research do not fall within a standard
definition of "human subjects".
An alternative view, however, is that social network analysis is relationship-based - i.e., a situation with at
least two actors - and it is therefore not ethical to report on such a relationship without the consent of all
concerned actors. And while the perceptions about a relationship are indeed those of the primary
respondent, Klovdahl (2005) argues that the data which may be revealed in the course of a sociometric
interview or survey may be considered by the secondary subject to be private information. From this
perspective, then, both actors would be included under the definition of human subjects. As such, it would
be necessary to obtain consent from all parties - participants as well as named contacts. It should be
noted that the principal concerns in the literature about risks related to the collection of sociometric data
relate to research involving children and where respondents are asked to evaluate their feelings about the
named contact (see, e.g., Bell-Dolan, Debora J.and Audrey E. Wessler. 1994. "Ethical administration of
sociometric measures: Procedures in use and suggestions for improvement." Professional Psychology:
Research and Practice, Vol 25(1), Feb, 1994. pp. 23-32; and Prinstein, Mitchell J. 2007. "Assessment of
Adolescents’ Preference- and Reputation-based Peer Status Using Sociometric Experts." Merrill-Palmer
Quarterly, Volume 53, Number 2, April 2007, pp. 243-261). In this proposed research, respondents are
being asked about the professional colleagues that they interact with in a work capacity, and to list the
technologies they use to connect with those named contacts.
Klovdahl (2005; 130-132) summarizes four criteria that must be met in order that a waiver of consent be
permitted: the research does not involve greater than minimal risk; it is impracticable to conduct the
research without the waiver; waiving the need for informed consent will not adversely affect subjects’
rights and welfare; and pertinent information will be provided to subjects later, provided that confidentiality
and anonymity can be preserved. In this proposed research: "minimal risk" has been argued (see this
application, Section E. Level of Risk); it is not possible to know, a priori, who a participant might name as
a network connection when asked to do so through free recall so it is not possible to have all persons who
might be named through sociometric research to consent to this; all subjects’ rights and welfare will be
protected through the anonymity and confidentiality provisions of the research; and all subjects will have
access to the research results only where the anonymity and confidentiality of all subjects (primary and
secondary) is protected.

If consent will not be sought, please revise these forms in light of this concern or comment in section J.4b as to
why it is necessary to collect the names of these third parties.

I have revised Section J.4.b. to explain why the collection of secondary names without the consent of
those named contacts is appropriate (see attached).



Similarly, if email addresses of persons who have not consented to participate in the study are being collected,
please comment on why this is necessary.

The email addresses of persons who have not consented to participate in the study are NOT being
collected.

 

Second: Participant Consent Forms for Groups 2 and 3
In the Participant Consent Forms for Groups 2 and 3 (Attachment 12 and 13), in the sections “What is involved?”
please add that demographic information will be collected including age, gender, education level, employment
status, career movement, etc.

The Participant Consent Form for Group 2 and Participant Consent Form for Group 3 (attachments 12 and
13, respectively) have been revised as requested (see attached - as both a .pdf and .docx file).

 

Third: Other Approvals and Consultations
Please forward copies of the corporate approval you are seeking regarding the “email network analysis” to the
Ethics Office.

As noted at pp. 4-5 of the application, "One aspect of the research that does require both the informed
consent of the research participants and the corporate approval of the B.C. Government is in respect of
the “email network analysis” component of the research that is to serve as a supplement to the web
questionnaire (as described below). This will be undertaken with both the explicit informed consent of the
individual when completing the web questionnaire (see attachment #6) as well as the corporate support of
the B.C. Government in providing the requested data. This corporate support is sought through the letter in
attachment #2."
Attachment #2 and its enclosures is attached as pp. 36-44 of the application. Both this technical support
(attachment #2) and overall corporate support (attachment #1) are draft letters which are both the subject
on ongoing negotiations with the B.C. Government. When the content of those letters has been agreed to,
they will be presented to the addressee for signature, which will constitute the corporate approval being
sought.
I have asked the Office of Research Services to clarify whether this third point means that the HREB
would like to see the final signed corporate approval, or whether the draft letter at attachment #2 will
suffice as "proof of having made a request for permission"?

Best regards,

Justin Longo
PhD Candidate
University of Victoria
contact info: http://jlphdcand.wordpress.com

On 11-06-22 8:33 AM, Human Research Ethics Review wrote:

Human Research Ethics Board

University of Victoria

Office of Research Services

Administrative Services Building – 2nd Floor



3800 Finnerty Road

Victoria, BC  V8P 5C2

Tel: 250-472-4545  Fax: 250-721-8960

Email: ethics@uvic.ca

 

Date:  June 22, 2011

 

Notice of Ethical Review
 

 

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Justin Longo

 

PROJECT TITLE: Gov2.0 and the Policy Formulation Process

 

 

 
The Research Ethics Board has reviewed your application according to University
policies and the national research ethics policy the Tri-Council Policy Statement:
Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS2).  The Board is requesting
revisions prior to issuing a Certificate of Approval.  

 

A Certificate of Approval will be provided once the following conditions and revisions
have been satisfied and the required information has been approved.  Important: See
submission instructions at the end of this Notice.

 

First: Interview Questions and Email Analysis

In the draft interview questions for Groups 2 and 3 (Attachments 9 and 10) you ask
participants to name 5 people that the participants work with and check the modes of
communication that they use for each person.  Please comment on whether the people
named by the participant will have consented to this use of their information or not. That is,
are the people that the participants will name, also participants in this study? If not, it is



unclear why it is necessary to collect the names of these individuals without their consent.  If
consent will not be sought, please revise these forms in light of this concern or comment in
section J.4b as to why it is necessary to collect the names of these third parties. Similarly, if
email addresses of persons who have not consented to participate in the study are being
collected, please comment on why this is necessary.

 

Second: Participant Consent Forms for Groups 2 and 3

In the Participant Consent Forms for Groups 2 and 3 (Attachment 12 and 13), in the sections
“What is involved?” please add that demographic information will be collected including age,
gender, education level, employment status, career movement, etc.

 

Third: Other Approvals and Consultations

Please forward copies of the corporate approval you are seeking regarding the “email
network analysis” to the Ethics Office.

 

 

 

 

DEADLINE AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR EMAILING REVISIONS TO YOUR ETHICS APPLICATION

 

1. Please note that you must email your revisions to our office within four months
of receiving the Notice of Ethical Review. If a response is not received within
four months, your file will be closed. If after this time you wish to receive ethics
approval you will be required to reapply with a full application.

 

2. Please email a complete revised application by hitting “reply” to this message
from “Human Research Ethics Review” at hrerevu@uvic.ca.  

 

3. To indicate where you have addressed the board’s concerns in the revised
application, please either underline or CAPITALIZE the changed text. You are
not required to resubmit signatures.

 

4. As soon as suitably modified material has been deemed complete, the chair
will approve the application on behalf of the Research Ethics Board.  You will
be notified of the approval via email usually within five business days followed
by a certificate of approval via regular mail.   If there are outstanding items, you



will receive an email requesting further clarification or changes from one of our
office staff usually within five business days.

 

For technical assistance on submitting revisions, please contact Jeta Rugova-
Plakolli, the Research Ethics Assistant, at (250) 472-4545 or ethics@uvic.ca
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Co-Chair, Human Research Ethics Board

ethics@uvic.ca
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Human Research Ethics Facilitator

hre@uvic.ca   (250) 472-5555

 

Please contact her if you have questions.

 

 

 

 

Jeta Rugova-Plakolli

Human Research Ethics Assistant | Office of Research Services | University of Victoria

Administrative Services Building B202 | PO Box 1700 STN CSC | Victoria BC  V8W 2Y2

Tel: (250) 472-4545 | Fax:  (250) 721-8960 | Email: ethics@uvic.ca | Web: www.uvic.ca/research

 

Our new Research website has launched! Our forms and guidelines are now located on our new site at:
http://www.uvic.ca/research/conduct/regapproval/humanethics/ (Netlink login required). You can also find
us through the main Research website - after you log in to 'Conduct your Research', we are under the
'Regulatory approval' tab on the left of the page.

 

This email message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individuals named. If you have received this email
by mistake, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email from your system.

 

 






